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Methods of automated reasoning have solved a large number of problems in Computer Science by using
formal ontologies expressed in logic. Over the years, though, each problem or class of problems has required
a different ontology, and sometimes a different version of logic. Moreover, the processes of conceiving,
controlling and maintaining an ontology and its versions have turned out to be inherently complex. All this
has motivated much investigation in a wide range of disparate disciplines—from logic-based Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning to Software Engineering, from Databases to Multimedia—about how to relate
ontologies to one another.

Just like its previous editions, ARCOE-11 aims at bringing together researchers and practitioners from
core areas of Artificial Intelligence (Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, Contexts, and Ontologies)
to discuss these kinds of problems and relevant results. Historically, there have been at least three different,
yet interdependent motivations behind this type of research: defining the relationship between an ontology
and its context, providing support to ontology engineers, enhancing problem solving and communication for
software agents.

ARCOE call for papers has been formulated against such historical background. Submissions to ARCOE-
11 have been reviewed by two to three Chairs or PC members and ranked on relevance and quality. Seventy
five percent of the submissions have been selected for presentation at the workshop and for inclusion in these
Workshop Notes.

Thanks to the invaluable and much appreciated contributions of its program committee and its authors,
ARCOE-11 provides participants with an opportunity to position various approaches with respect to one
another. Hopefully, though the workshop and these Notes will also start a process of cross-pollination
and consolidate the constitution of a truly interdisciplinary research-community dedicated to automated
reasoning about contexts and ontology evolution.

(Edinburgh, Pretoria – June 2011)
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On the Evolution of Classifications ∗

Alan Bundy

School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh

Edinburgh, Scotland, UK

A.Bundy@ed.ac.uk

Abstract

The evolution of ontologies has been identified by
W3C as a significant issue. Automatic ontology
evolution is increasingly important to allow run-
time communication between vast collections of
online agents. For this application, manual, offline
evolution is both too slow and too expensive.

Very many ontologies are classifications of a set
of objects. In order to gain insight into how the
evolution of classifications might be automated, we
discuss some historic examples of such evolution.
From this discussion, we extract some general prin-
ciples that might be employed to help automate the
ontology evolution process.

1 Introduction

The 2004 W3C Recommendation on the “OWL Web Ontol-
ogy Language: Use Cases and Requirements” justifies ontol-
ogy evolution as follows:

Since the Web is constantly growing and changing,
we must expect ontologies to change as well. On-
tologies may need to change because there were er-
rors in prior versions, because a new way of mod-
eling the domain is preferred, or because new ter-
minology has been created (e.g., as the result of
the invention of new technology). A web ontol-
ogy language must be able to accommodate on-
tology revision. [http://www.w3.org/TR/
webont-req/#goal-evolution]

Many ontologies consist of classifications of a set of ob-
jects. A typical such classification will be a tree structure in
which the nodes are subsets of the object set and arcs between
them represent set inclusion. Given the importance assigned
to ontology evolution by W3C and the ubiquity of classifi-
catory ontologies, we thought it would be useful to investi-
gate how some historic examples of how classifications have
evolved. We hope that his analysis will reveal some general
principles that might then be employed in the automation of
classification evolution.

∗Thanks to Fiona McNeill, Liwei Deng and two anonymous
ARCOE-11 reviewers for feedback on earlier drafts and to my re-
search group for the discussion at a seminar.

We take the stance that there is no perfect or final classifica-
tion of a set of objects: representation is a fluent [Bundy and
McNeill, 2006]. Classifications evolve with both our knowl-
edge of the objects and the purpose for which they are em-
ployed. Neither our knowledge nor our applications are lim-
ited, so evolution must be seen as a non-terminating process.
In a similar way, no definition may be regarded as final and
complete, but will also evolve with our knowledge and appli-
cations. So all the definitions and classifications below must
be regarded as snapshots in a process of flux.

2 The Classification of the Animals

From the earliest historical records, people have classified an-
imals and plants, i.e., partitioned them into sets or arranged
them in hierarchies. A typical example can be seen in Figure
11. It consists of a tree whose nodes each correspond to a
set of animals. An arc between two node represents a subset
relation between the lower and the upper node.

Notice that each node of the tree in Figure 1 has some asso-
ciated text. This gives some properties common to the set of
animals at that node. Some example animals are sometimes
also listed.

The classification of animals has evolved significantly over
time. The main driver of this evolution has been to review the
defining properties of each node. For instance,

• Pre-scientific classifications were based on superficial
properties, i.e., mainly matters of immediate appearance
or human usage, the latter being culturally dependent.

– An example of the former is that, because whales,
dolphins and porpoises lived in the sea and were
fish-shaped, they were classified as fish.

– An example of the latter is the classification of all
pests under ‘vermin’. An example from the classifi-
cation of plants is the use of ‘vegetable’ to describe
a selection of plant components, including some,
but not all, fruits, leaves and roots, whose common
property is that we can eat them2.

1http://www.rapidonline.com/1/1/

6239-classification-of-animals-wall-chart.

html
2I’m grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this ex-

ample.
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Figure 1: A Classification of Animals

• In 1778, Swedish biologist, Linnaeus started to classify
whales as mammals on the grounds that they shared sig-
nificant non-superficial properties with the other mam-
mals3. These properties are some of those listed as defin-
ing ‘mammals’ in Figure 1, that is having hair or fur,
feeding young on milk, being warm-blooded, etc.

• Darwin’s theory of evolution and the discovery of the
fossil record led to both the inclusion of extinct ani-
mals in the classification and defining properties based
on common ancestry and evolutionary descent. The hi-
erarchical classification called Cladistics uses only such
Darwinian properties4.

• Most recently, the discovery of DNA has led to a further
evolution in which the defining properties are based on
genetic similarities. This has led to the identification of
previously unrecognised distinctions. For instance, re-
cent genetic comparison of the forest-dwelling African
elephant with its savannah-dwelling cousin shows them
to have diverged as much as the Asian elephant and the
woolly mammoth5. Similarly, recent DNA studies have
discovered that the closest living relatives of the beaver
are scaly-tailed flying squirrels, not gophers as was pre-
viously thought6.

• Note that this change of defining property also under-
mines the tree-structure of the classification. DNA dif-

3http://www.ecokids.ca/pub/eco_info/topics/

whales/mammals.cfm
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cladistics
5http://www.newscientist.com/article/

mg20927942.900-ancient-genomes-suggest-africa

-has-two-elephant-species.html
6http://www.newscientist.com/article/

mg20927984.100-60-seconds.html

ferences are multi-dimensional: evolution can change
any piece of DNA in multiple ways. Suppose, for in-
stance, that gene A evolves to A1 to create one new sub-
species and gene B to B1 to create another. These two
sub-species may subsequently converge again in a new
subspecies with both genes A1 and B1, making the tree
into a graph. Moreover, it makes the boundaries between
nodes more fuzzy. Some genetic variation has to be tol-
erated within a node, or each node would be singleton
animal. But how much variation is necessary before a
node needs to be split?

• Variant classifications may survive for a variety of rea-
sons. For instance, simpler ones may be useful for ele-
mentary education, especially when the students cannot
be expected to understand the potentially more sophis-
ticated science informing the definitional properties of
later classifications. Figure 1 is an example of such a
simple classification aimed at primary school students.
Some variant classifications may be aimed at specific
applications, e.g., a guide to edible food, field identifi-
cation for nature lovers, warnings of dangerous animals,
historical interest.

From this example we can draw some conclusions.

1. We can’t hope to model the evolution of classifications
unless we also know the defining properties of these
classifications. In the animal classification, these defin-
ing properties change from first superficial to more fun-
damental ones and then to the underlying DNA. Each
new advance in understanding may make new defining
properties available, e.g., the discovery that some ani-
mals were warm blooded and some cold blooded, the
evidence of common ancestry arising from the fossil
record, the discovery of DNA.

2. We have to be able to reason about these properties, i.e.,
to argue why one is a better basis for classification than
another. The classification of the animals provides some
possible criteria.

• A classification may be preferred because it pro-
vides better explanatory power, e.g., DNA can po-
tentially explain the similarities and differences be-
tween different animals.

• A classification may be rejected because its defin-
ing properties may come to be seen as environmen-
tally contingent rather than fundamental, e.g., fish
shape is an efficient shape for animals swimming in
water, which is why different kinds of animal (e.g.,
whales and sharks) sometimes have similar shape.
Contingency may also arise because a property is
defeasible, e.g., some birds can’t fly, an insect may
lose one of its six legs, etc. Defeasible properties do
not provide reliable definitions, e.g., penguins are
still considered birds even though they are flight-
less.

Note that what may be viewed as fundamental and
final at one stage of classification evolution may be
viewed as merely contingent at a later stage. For
instance, the convergent evolution of the shape of
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sharks and whales, and the efficiency of fish shape
are both relatively recent discoveries. So we should
not be seduced into believing that the current defin-
ing properties represent a completion of the evolu-
tionary process. For instance, an animal’s DNA can
now change during its lifetime due to genetic engi-
neering, so even this property is defeasible.

• A classification may be preferred because it leads to
successful prediction, e.g., animals found to have
some of the properties of mammals may be pre-
dicted to have others, even before these other prop-
erties are observed. Perhaps live birth and hair
in whales are examples. Novel but viable bacte-
rial cells have even been created from artificially
constructed DNA, after analysis predicted what the
minimal viable DNA was7.

• A classification may be preferred because it pro-
vides a finer granularity of distinction, e.g., the Lin-
nean hierarchy contains kingdoms, classes, orders,
genera and species, with wider branching and finer
distinctions being frequently added, as new scien-
tific discoveries are made. DNA provides an expo-
nentially bigger space of possibilities yet.

• A new object may be discovered that does not fit
into the existing classification, forcing a change to
the classification so that it does fit, e.g., the duck-
billed platypus has features of both mammals and
birds. Its discovery led to the creation of a new
order of mammals: the monotremes.

• Classifications may be tailored to particular pur-
poses or usages, e.g., simplified versions for el-
ementary education, field observation, edible vs
inedible food, etc.

3. We have to be prepared for the shape of the classifica-
tion to change if the properties do. For instance, Lin-
nean trees may not be the best way to summarise DNA

differences.

3 The Classification of the Elements

Similarly to the animals and plants, classifications of the el-
ements go back to ancient history. The earliest classification
was into four elements: earth, water, air and fire, and was due
to the Greek philosopher Empedocles of Sicily8. The basis
of this classification seems to be superficial physical appear-
ance, although there also seems to have been a religious influ-
ence, with each element being associated with a god: Zeus,
Hera, Nestis and Aidoneus.

Our modern classification originated with Mendeleev’s pe-
riodic table9 (see Figure 210). Firstly, the number of classified

7http://www.newscientist.com/article/

dn18942-immaculate-creation-birth-of-the

-first-synthetic-cell.html
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empedocles
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mendelev

10http://www.tutorvista.com/content/science/

science-ii/periodic-classification-elements/

modern-periodic.php

elements changed from 4 to 92, with the original 4 elements
now reclassified as mixtures, compounds or both, of the new
92 elements, or, in the case of fire, as being either a chemi-
cal reaction or photons, according to how you view it. Sec-
ondly, the new basis of Mendeleev’s classification was chem-
ical and physical properties of the elements. For instance,
the elements line up in order of atomic weight: left/right,
top/bottom. Each column contains elements of similar prop-
erties, e.g., the noble gases that line up in the rightmost col-
umn share the property of being chemically inert, while the
alkali metals line up in the left-hand column.

Figure 2: Mendeleev’s Periodic Table

Our modern understanding of atomic structure has given an
explanation of why elements in the same column have similar
properties. Electrons are arranged in nested shells around the
nucleus11. There is a limit to how many electrons can occupy
each shell, but this limit increases quadratically. The num-
ber of electrons occupying the outermost shell determines the
chemical bonds that the element can make. So, for instance,
when the last shell is full, the element is chemically inert: a
noble gas. The fact that the size of each shell increases, ex-
plains why the rows of the periodic table have gaps at the top
and why two separate rows are required at the bottom: the
lanthanides and the actinides.

A better way to represent this would be as concentric rings
of increasing size, to reflect the growing size of the shells.
There have been various attempts to produce such a circular
periodic table12, but the quadratic growth of shell size makes
this difficult to do while retaining visibility in the outer rings.
The best attempt I could find in a short search is in Figure
313, but even here the lanthanides and actinides are squeezed
into one entry, rather than using a bigger ring. Note that,
once again, the defining properties of the classification have
changed. Each element is placed in the ring that corresponds
to the number of occupied shells in its electron cloud, whereas

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_

shells#Shells
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_

periodic_tables
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:

TROPE_777x777_AB_082009.png
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in Figure 2 an element’s row was determined by its chemical
properties14.

Figure 3: The Ring Of Periodic Elements (TROPE) (August
2009)

We can draw similar conclusions from the classification of
the elements that we drew from the classification of the ani-
mals.

1. The change in defining properties of the elements, e.g.,
from physical appearance to chemical properties to
atomic structure, drove the evolution of their classifica-
tion. Scientific advances provided the candidate defin-
ing properties for the new classifications, e.g., sepa-
ration between compounds and elements, discovery of
their chemical properties and atomic weight, the quan-
tum structure of the atom, etc.

2. To model this we’d have to reason why atomic struc-
ture is a better basis for a classification than chemical
properties, which was a better basis than superficial ap-
pearance. The reasons echo some of those at work in the
evolution of the classification of animals.

• Better explanatory power, i.e., atomic structure ex-
plains chemical properties which, in turn, explains
physical appearance.

• Defining properties seen as contingent, e.g.,
whether an object appears at room temperature as
solid (earth), liquid (water) or gas (air), depends
only on its freezing and boiling points.

• Prediction of new elements, by both Mendeleev’s
table and quantum mechanics.

14All these circular representations have two rings of 8 elements
and two of 18, whereas a naive understanding of electron shells
would suggest that there should be only one of each. It seems that
some shells cannot be completely filled until the next one is started.

• A finer granularity of distinction, e.g., different
kinds of ‘air’ in Mendeleev’s table, different iso-
topes of the same element in quantum mechanics.

• The existence of objects that don’t fit well into the
existing classification, e.g., the lanthanides and ac-
tinides.

3. The move from 4 to 92+ elements was driven by chemi-
cal analysis as was the shape of Mendeleev’s table, e.g.,
the discovery of multiple kinds of ‘air’ undermined its
classification as a single element and led to the identifi-
cation of new gaseous elements (and compounds). The
move to a circular ‘table’ was driven by the understand-
ing of electron shells.

4. Mendeleev’s table is retained for educational purposes.
Perhaps the quantum mechanical basis for a more so-
phisticated story would be hard to explain to students.
Also, the majority of working quantum physicists sub-
scribe to the ‘Copenhagen interpretation’, which rejects
intuitive, non-mathematical accounts as unobtainable,
misleading and undesirable, so they might not even seek
a better classification.

4 Classification in Action in Astronomy

It’s instructive to witness classifications being formed. We’re
historically lucky that several such classifications are cur-
rently being hotly debated, especially in Astronomy.

The case that has received the most public attention is
whether Pluto should be classified as a planet15. What drove
the debate was the discovery of similar objects to Pluto in
the outer solar system, e.g., Chiron, and the expectation that
many more such objects would be discovered in the future.
It’s interesting that the principal arguments on either side of
the debate were more ‘political’ than scientific.

• Those arguing for the demotion of Pluto to a new classi-
fication of dwarf planet were mostly motivated by want-
ing to keep the designation ‘planet’ as something spe-
cial. They did not want to open the door to huge num-
bers of objects being called planets.

• Those arguing for the retention of Pluto as a planet were
mostly driven by tradition, i.e., Pluto had been classified
as a planet since 1930, and they were reluctant to see this
decision revoked.

The arbitrary nature of the final decision is emphasised by the
method of decision: a vote, on August 24 2006, by the Inter-
national Astronomical Union. However, what they voted for
was some new defining properties of a planet, which would
exclude Pluto, Chiron and other anticipated planetary candi-
dates. These were:

1. The object must be in orbit around the Sun.

2. The object must be massive enough to be a sphere by its
own gravitational force. More specifically, its own grav-
ity should pull it into a shape of hydrostatic equilibrium.

3. It must have cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit.

15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluto
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Pluto (and Chiron et al) fails property 3. Its mass is too
small to clear out other objects in its neighbourhood. One
might speculate that property 3 was added precisely to ex-
clude Pluto, since it seems a bit esoteric compared with the
other two properties.

A similar debate may be brewing over the separation be-
tween star clusters and galaxies16. Star clusters are collec-
tions of stars that formed simultaneously from the same gas
cloud, whereas galaxies contain enough gas to form several
generations of stars, but neither have a formal definition. Re-
cent observations of the star cluster Omega Centauri, how-
ever, suggest that it might contain multiple generations of
stars. Two astronomers have recently launched an informal
poll to ask astronomers what they think the defining proper-
ties of a galaxy should be.

Again, we see voting techniques being used to settle a clas-
sification problem. This recognises that, ultimately, although
scientific properties are used to define a classification, the
choice of those properties is essentially a political decision.
We see similar drivers as in the case of Pluto:

• A galaxy is something special. We don’t want to grant
its status too readily.

• We should respect tradition and not change the status of
an object too readily.

In this case, however, both these arguments are pushing in the
same direction: to retain the classification of Omega Centauri
as a star cluster. I expect the polled astronomers to agree on an
additional defining property of galaxies that excludes Omega
Centauri, in the way that property 3 above excludes Pluto as
a planet17.

5 Conclusion

We have looked at a few examples of how classifications have
evolved historically. This has lessons for us in the automation
of classification evolution.

Firstly, classifications are defined by properties of the ob-
jects being classified. Objects with similar properties are
placed into the same class. Moreover, objects with only slight
differences in their properties are classified closer together
than those with major differences. Advances in science may
make new kinds of defining property available.

Secondly, to emulate classification automation, a system
will have to reason about rival defining properties, i.e., de-
ciding that one is better than another. Common preference
criteria are:

• Better explanatory power of the new classification.

• Defining properties initially seen as fundamental are
subsequently seen as contingent and, therefore, rejected
in favour of more fundamental ones.

• Successful prediction from the new classification.

• Finer granularity of distinctions in the new classification.

16http://www.newscientist.com/article/

dn20026-when-is-a-group-of-stars-not-a-galaxy.

html
17This prediction has been subsequently confirmed by the out-

come of the vote.

• The discovery of objects that don’t fit into the old clas-
sification.

Sometimes, however, defining properties are chosen not by
these scientific criteria but on ‘political’ grounds, e.g., a pref-
erence for reserving some classes to a few privileged objects
or a conservative attitude to change. We saw these at work in
the astronomical examples of §4, but they can also be detected
in other examples. For instance, the hierarchical structure of
the animal classification is partly driven by a desire not to
have too many or too few animals in each class. We also see
the power of tradition in the continued use of Mendeleev’s
periodic table, even though a classification based on quan-
tum mechanics might better fit the scientific criteria. Another
example of tradition can be seen in classification of star tem-
peratures. The letters O, B, A, F, G, K, and M classify stars
from hottest (O) to coldest (M). The choice of letters arises
from an earlier, incorrect assignment, in which they were in
alphabetic order, ABCDEF..., where A was the hottest18.

Sometimes, classifications are devised for specific pur-
poses, e.g., education, particular usage, field observation in
the absence of sophisticated instruments, etc. In these cases
the reasons for preferring particular defining properties will
also be informed by those specific purposes.

Thirdly, the types of the defining properties used will de-
termine the structure of the classification. We have seen par-
titions, hierarchies, tables and concentric rings, for instance,
and the evolution from one to another. [Kemp and Tenen-
baum, 2008] describes some interesting work automating the
form of a classification from the defining properties. Such a
system might serve a useful role in classification evolution,
i.e., by automatically constructing a new classification once
its defining properties have been determined.

Fourthly, the evolution of a classification may also require
an enrichment of the representation language. This can arise
not only because of an increased complexity of the structure
of the classification, e.g., from a mere naming of the ele-
ments to the periodic table. It can also arise from the need
to express more complex defining properties. The defining
properties used in the simple animal classification of Fig-
ure 1 are unary predicates, but Cladistics requires binary and
ternary relations of descent and common ancestry. A classifi-
cation based on DNA requires functions returning a complex
structure of chromosomes, genes and double helices of nu-
cleotides. Similar remarks can be made for the classification
of the elements. The representation of the defining properties
required in Astronomy requires complex geometric concepts,
such as a sphere and an orbit and its neighbourhood. Note that
an orbit, for instance, is naturally represented as a function
from time to 3D position, which takes us into higher-order
logic. Note that the representation language used to express
the defining properties is frequently more sophisticated than
that used to describe the classification itself. This suggests
that ontology evolution will itself require a more sophisti-
cated language than the one used to describe the ontology
being evolved.

Fifthly, what drives the process of classification evolution?
It may arise from within the classification, e.g., the failure to

18I’m indebted to an anonymous reviewer for this example.
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classify a newly discovered object or to be useful for a new
application. More likely, however, is that it will arise from
an evolution of knowledge leading to better defining proper-
ties, i.e., properties that are more explanatory, fundamental,
predictive and/or finer grained.
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Abstract 

In artificial intelligence, ontologies help to docu-
ment a domain of knowledge with classes, instanc-
es and logical relations between classes. Usually, it 
might be considered as classes organized in con-
nected graphs of which arrows correspond to se-
mantic relations. Whenever these graphs are fixed, 
ontologies are static. In paleontology, systematics, 
that is the inventory and the organization of the di-
versity of species over time, is complicated by the 
evolution: the graph of relations may no longer be 
static; it has to take into account the time variable. 
The morphological changes lead, by natural selec-
tion, to the emergence of new morphs (taxa) differ-
ing from the ancestral and contemporaneous spe-
cies (taxa) of the same class hierarchy. Therefore, 
discovering new taxa implies the rearrangement of 
the class hierarchy or the definition of new classes, 
based on the degree of atypicality of new morphs. 
Note that this phenomenon occurs in many do-
mains such as physics, biology, linguistics, for ex-
ample. 

1 Introduction 

In artificial intelligence, an ontology is a structured set of 
words that represent concepts of a domain of knowledge. 
The ontology itself is “a model” corresponding to a set of 
concepts (or classes) in a field, and the relations between 
these concepts. It is used to reason about items and con-
cepts. Concepts are organized in a graph the relations of 
which may be semantic, e.g. topological, or simply logical, 
for instance hyponymy. The primary objective of an ontolo-
gy is to model a body of knowledge in a given field. Usual-

ly, an ontology is static in its classes, because classes and 
class hierarchy are fixed. At the class level, it describes a 
state of the art in a field, that is to say, situations where nei-
ther the beginning nor the end are considered. There is no 
consideration of changes over time (events, processes). 
Transitions concern only instances of classes (individual 
entities) that will emerge, fade or see their properties 
change. 
Besides, emergence is a general phenomenon that is found 
in many fields such as physics, biology, paleontology or 
linguistics and that many scientists attempt to model with 
dynamical systems. In this paper, we define emergence as 
the appearance of new properties in a subset of a class. 
From an existing class, these new properties allow to derive 
a new class that may be typical or a sub-class that may be 
atypical. 

1.1 Typicality and Atypicality 

We consider that an individual entity is typical of a class if 
it checks all the properties of this class. Similarly, we can 
consider that a class is a typical subclass of another class if 
all its typical elements check the properties of the more gen-
eral class. We consider a sub-class as atypical if all its ele-
ments don't own all the properties of its super-ordinate clas-
ses, i.e. of its hypernyms. To specify whether a subclass is 
atypical or not, we borrow topological concepts of interior, 
border, closure and outside. Then, we may represent atypi-
cal entities in ontologies, by defining a system of relations 
of inclusion and belonging that are inspired from standard 
topological operators. In previous publications, the authors 
formalized the topological relations of inclusion and belong-
ing by using the mathematical properties of topological op-
erators. Those properties are defined as combinations of 
operators like interior, border, closure and outside, which 
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allow the definition of an algebra. These mathematical 
properties are seen as a set of axioms that enables us to es-
tablish the properties of inclusion and belonging relation-
ship. A model is implemented in AnsProlog [Baral, 2003], a 
recent logic programming language that allows in particular 
the use of negative predicates in the inference rules. 

1.2 taxa 

In zoology, biological entities or taxa (i.e. sets of organisms 
established on the basis of the common morphological char-
acters they share – and that come from a common ancestor- 
that is to say classes) are referenced in hierarchical class 
system, each class being defined by a set of morphological 
characters common to all the individuals that belong to it. 
The zoological categories include therefore individuals that 
are alike and, from an evolutionary perspective, they infer 
the phylogenetic relationship between these individuals (the 
emergence of characters). However, a taxon not always ex-
hibits all the morphological criteria of a given class hierar-
chy. For example, in mammals (taxon Class), primates (or-
dinal taxon) are defined by a set of characters carried by soft 
tissues and mineralized tissues (unguiculate, pectoral 
breasts, pendulous penis, opposable thumb, orbits with bar 
and post-orbital septum), but all primates do not have all the 
characteristics of the group and there are no characters 
shared by all the primates. 

1.3 Paleoanthropology 

In paleoanthropology, the assignment of new fossil taxa to a 
zoological class is complicated by pre-existing associations 
of morphological characters often unprecedented and by 
taking into account the time variable, i.e. the modification of 
characters over time and the emergence of new characters in 
the class hierarchy. Therefore, systematics incorporates both 
a field of static data (morphological variation among taxa) 
and a field of dynamic data (character change over time) 
when establishing a coherent classification that reflects kin-
ship between taxa. Hierarchies of class are established upon 
the principle of monophyly: a monophyletic (natural) group 
includes the ancestral morph and all its descendants. 
Morphological change over time through the establishment 
of original set of characters induces the appearance of new 
taxa distinct from the ancestral form and from contemporary 
taxa of the same class hierarchy. Therefore, the discovery of 
these new taxa implies, redefining the hierarchy of classes 
or the invention of new classes, the rank of which is inferred 
by the degree of atypicality (i.e., the sum of the newly ob-
served morphological changes) of specimens compared to 
reference morphs. The resulting class hierarchy becomes the 
standard to resolve the inclusion of new atypical specimens. 
In this context, the resolution of atypical cases is a major 
issue in evolutionary science. 

2 Combined use of a non-monotonic logics and 

general topology to represent a scientific or 

technical text 

2.1. Non-monotonic logics 

One of the main problems that the logic-based artificial in-
telligence has to face is to conciliate the specificity of singu-
lar cases with general rules. This problem has been recog-
nized as crucial for many years now and many logicians 
spent a lot of time to solve it. Depending on the domain of 
application, it has got different names: “frame problem”, 
“common sense reasoning”, etc. For the sake of clarity, let 
us give a classical example illustrating the problem. Usually 
birds fly. One would like to take advantage of such a gen-
eral knowledge by having a rule that can be easily translated 
in first order logic “∀X if bird(X) then fly(X)”. But, if a 
particular bird, named Tweety for instance, is an ostrich, it 
may not fly: it would contradict the general rule stating that 
birds fly. It would then be suitable to modify the initial rule 
and to write: “∀X if bird(X) & not ostrich(X) then fly(X)” 
Nevertheless, this rule should also be rewritten for penguins 
and other non-flying birds. As a result, we have both a 
lengthy rule (translating a very common knowledge) and an 
inefficient rule, since, to be triggered, the computer has to 
check that the bird under investigation is neither an ostrich, 
nor a penguin, etc. 
One of possible solutions that is envisaged to solve this 
problem, is to have rules saying, for instance, that “∀X if 
bird(X) & not inconsistent fly(X) then fly(X)”. The formal-
isms that may support such rules, may not be reduced to 
first order predicate logic, since predicate “inconsistent” is 
clearly a second-order predicate, i.e. a predicate the argu-
ments of which are predicates. Classical mechanical proof 
procedures used in artificial intelligence, for instance Rob-
inson resolution rule, are not appropriate to deal with such 
rules. Moreover, usual properties of formal systems are not 
conserved. For instance, they are not monotonic: in the past, 
many Artificial Intelligence researchers tried to simulate 
non-monotonic reasoning, i.e. reasoning based on general 
rules and accepting exceptions. Several formalisms have 
been developed, for instance, default logic [Reiter, 1980]. 
However, mechanical solvers based on those formalisms 
were quite inefficient. 

2.2. Answer Set Programming 

Recently, a new general formalism called Answer Set Pro-
gramming (ASP) [Baral, 2003] has been developed to simu-
late non-monotonic reasoning. It has been designed to unify 
previous non-monotonic reasoning formalisms. ASP formal-
ism is also fully operational. More precisely, ASP proposes 
both a clear formalization with a well define semantics and 
efficient operational solvers, which renders automate 
demonstrations possible.  
Within this formalization, it is possible to specify logical 
properties of objects with programs Π that are sets of ex-
pressions ρ of the following form: 
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nmmkkk LnotLnotLLLLorLorL ...,,,,...,...: 12110 +++←ρ  

where Li  are literals, i.e. atoms or atom negations, and “not” 
is a logical connector called “negation as failure”. The intui-
tive meaning of such a rule is that, for all Herbrand interpre-
tations that render true all literals in { }mkk LLL ,,..., 21 ++  
while not satisfying any literals in { }

nm LL ...,,1+
, one can de-

rive at least one literal in { }kLLL ...,, 10
. More precisely, a 

close model of the rule ρ where not k=0 and L0 ≠ ⊥ is a 
Herbrand interpretation S such that: 
 if { } SLLL mkk ⊂++ ,,..., 21

and { } { }=∩+ SLL nm ...,,1
 

then{ } { }≠kLLL ...,, 10
. A stable model of a program Π is a 

minimal close model of all the rules ρ belonging to Π.  
Let us first remark that ASP formalism contains two nega-
tions that need to be distinguished: a classical negation not-
ed “¬” and a negation by failure noted “not”, which means 
that a literal may not be proved in the absence of sufficient 
information. As we shall see, the non-monotonic properties 
are mainly due to this “negation as failure” connector.  
The second remark concerns the strict declarative character 
of this formalism: the order in which are given the different 
rules and the order in which are written the literals in rules 
do not influence the results. In this respect, it has to be dis-
tinguished from classical logic programming techniques, 
results of which largely depend on the order in which claus-
es are written. Moreover, there are neither “cut” as in 
PROLOG, nor any procedural predicate in programs. 

Being given a program Π, an Answer Set (or a stable 

model) is a minimal subset of the Herbrand base of Π, 

which satisfies all rules of Π. Each subset describes a possi-

ble world that renders true the rules of Π. Let us note that 

this intuitive meaning of the programs may be easily for-

malized, which provides a formal semantics of ASP. 

For instance, let us consider the following rules: 

  
)(),()( xflynotxbirdxfly ¬←  

)(_),()( xostrichabnotxostrichxfly ←¬  
←)(rockybird  
←)(tweetybird  

←)(tweetyostrich  
There is an unique answer set for this program. S 
={fly(rocky), ¬fly(tweety), bird(rocky), bird(tweety), os-
trich(tweety)} 
Let us now suppose that Tweety is in a plane; we can add the 
three following facts that translate that Tweety is in a plane, 
that one flies when, for an ostrich, it is an abnormal situation 
to be in a plane: 

←)(_ tweetyplanein  
)(_)( xplaneinxfly ←  

)(_)(_ xplaneinxostrichab ←  
Then, the only answer set is: S = {fly(rocky), fly(tweety), 
bird(rocky), bird(tweety), ostrich(tweety), in_plane(tweety), 

ab_ostrich(tweety), } 
Without going into technical details, efficient solvers able to 
compute all the stable models for a given program act in two 
steps. At the first step, the program variables are grounded, 
i.e. they are instantiated by all Herbrand universe terms; 

through the second step, a “sat” solver generates all the in-
terpretations that satisfy the instantiated rules.  
The principal advantage of such formalism is that it renders 
possible the expression of default rules by the use of the 
“negation as failure”. 
Moreover, ASP formalism has a clear semantics, i.e. a well 
defined mathematical meaning, and there exist solvers that 
automate the computation of Answer Sets

1
. It is then possi-

ble to get specific formalizations and efficient simulations 
that fully validate the formalizations, because they generate 
correct mathematical proofs. 

2.3. Why using general topology? 

Literally, topology means the study of the area and defines 
the nature of an area (also called a space E) and its proper-
ties. We postulate that networks of concepts and semantic 
relations between concepts may be represented on a plan. 
Instances are points of the plan, while classes are demarcat-
ed areas of the plan, which consist of: (a) an interior (the 
typical elements belonging to the class), (b) an exterior (the 
elements that are not in the class), (c) a border (atypical el-
ements that do not check all the properties of the class, i.e. 
atypical elements that are neither within nor outside the 
class).  

2.4. Integration of non-monotonic logics 

Non-monotonic logics may be seen as an illustration of the 
general topology described above, and may be used to rep-
resent exceptions in ontologies. Given an element X and an 
ASP expression C (or class, that is to say a part of E), we 
have the following assertions: 
• If C(X) is true, unless otherwise indicated, then this cor-
responds in topology to say that X is at the interior of C. 
From the perspective of ontology, it is also to say that X is a 
typical element of C. 
• If C(X) is false, unless otherwise indicated, then this cor-
responds in topology to say that X is at the exterior of C. 
From the perspective of ontology, it is also to say that X is 
an unrelated C. 
• Finally, if the C(X) is "partially" true, that is to say if it 
does not check all the properties of C, then this corresponds 
in topology to say that X is on the border C. From the per-
spective of ontology, it is also equivalent to say that X is an 
atypical C.  
We have the same three equivalences with classes and typi-
cal or atypical subclasses. 

3. Paleoanthropology: A brief introduction to 

human evolution 

The human family (i.e., the hominin), including modern 
humans and their fossil relatives, emerges from a group of 
African apes. The dichotomy, from a common ancestor, of 
the two lineages: one leading to the modern chimpanzee 

                                                 
1  The interested reader can visit the URL 

http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels to download an efficient 

ASP solver. 
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(panin) and one leading to our species (Homo sapiens) oc-
curs, at least, 7 million years ago (Late Miocene); this age 
corresponding to the oldest evidence of an African hominin 
representative. 
The first steps of the evolutionary history of our family take 
place in Africa and remain limited to the African continent 
from 7 to about 1.8 My. Numerous hominin (contempora-
neous and successive) species are known from this period. 
The genus Homo emerges a short time before 2 My, exhibit-
ing a series of major morphological novelties along with 
new practices and strategies (e.g., tool manufacture). Unfor-
tunately, the late Miocene African sites are still uncommon 
and irregularly distributed. Besides, the fossil remains that 
support the paleoanthropological studies, belong to various 
individuals, from spatially (east, central and south Africa) 
and chronologically (several million years) distant sites. 
This situation complicates the interpretation of the evolu-
tionary processes and pathways within our family. 
The paleontology describes, analyzes and interprets fossil 
remains (bone material, environmental indicators, stone 
tools) on which are based the evolutionary hypothesis. One 
of its objectives is to reveal common characteristics (e.g., 
illustrating common ancestry) among diverse and disparate 
fossil materials, i.e. representative of individuals that exhibit 
different ages, sexes, geographical and temporal origins. 
Basically, individuals that show common morphological 
features are gathered within a same class defined from a 
reference morph called holotype. The holotype represents a 
morphological type of a zoological class (usually species). 
To be integrated in a class, the individuals must exhibit 
most of the features of the class-holotype. Atypical indi-
vidus that do not correspond to any given type, may become 
themselves a reference for a new class. The zoological clas-
ses are then organized in a hierarchy based on the displayed 
morphological features within each class and their evolu-
tionary significance.  
We present here the morphological features [Maclatchy et 
al., 2010] – a group of innovations or characters inherited 
from the ancestor – as literals (in the sense of predicate 
logics): 
I10 Body size 
I11 Body weight 
I12 Endocranial volume relative to body mass 
I13 Bipedality 
I14 Teeth morphology and relative teeth size 
I15 Occlusal morphology, enamel thickness and molar wear 
patterns 
I16 Skeletal morphology linked to bipedal locomotion; 
  … 
I20 Arboreal locomotion 
I21 Diet 
I22 Cranial vault thickness 
I23 Post-orbital morphology 
I24 Cranial vault profile 
I25 Prognathism 
 The literals listed above document characters or group of 
characters which are classically used in paleoanthropology. 
Of course, they provide only a partial illustration of the 

complete set of criteria used for defining and classifying 
zoological classes. Most of them admit a normal variation 
within and between classes and they are presented only as 
an example.  
 For instance, this set of morphological characters is coded 
below for the fossil hominin Australopithecus afarensis:  
 
I10 Average size, close to a chimpanzee 
I11 Average body mass, close to a chimpanzee 
I12 Endocranial volume increased, relative size reduced 
I13 Bipedal at least occasional 
I14 Reduced anterior dentition. Honing complex lost 
I15 Thicker enamel 
I16 Hind limbs adapted to bipedality  
I20 Forelimbs retain arboreal features 
I21 Canine reduced. Hard food is consumed. 
I22 Mosaic pattern, primitive characters retained 
I25 Variable, usually prognathism expressed. 
New discoveries periodically call into question evolutionary 
hypothesis formulated in hominin evolution. In fact, mor-
phological novelties (in its evolutionary sense) generate 
atypical individuals; when discovered, these individuals 
imply the reinterpretation of the species relationships within 
our family and might require the invention of original clas-
ses within the hierarchy defining our group. In zoology, the 
class hierarchy is based on homogenous systems: the taxa. 
These biological classes gather individuals which present a 
comparable set of characters inherited from a common an-
cestor (taxonomy). To understand the evolutionary relation-
ships (phylogeny) between taxa (and then establish a coher-
ent hierarchy), paleontologists sort the morphological fea-
tures following two categories: (1) the primitive elements 
are present in the ancestor morphology and remain un-
changed in the descendant(s); (2) the derived elements cor-
respond to morphological novelties in the descendant mor-
phology relative to the ancestor state. The combination of 
topology and non-monotonic logics allows assessing both 
taxonomic and phylogenetic processes in order to facilitate 
the interpretation of atypical individuals in an objective 
manner. 

 4. Representation of Atypical Entities in our 

model: Implementation in AnsProlog*  

4.1. Representation of a taxon in AnsProlog* 

For simplicity, AnsProlog* is a program that interprets 

expressions in the formalism of ASP. In AnsProlog*, one 

way among others to describe a taxon is to directly translate 

the taxon as a rule. For example, the taxon (or the class) 

Australopithecus afarensis is translated directly as a rule 

below. We have added a set of facts about an object named 

Joe, and verify all properties of the rule: 

#domain object (O). 

object (joe ; jean). 

australopithecus_afarensis(O) :-  

average_body_size(O),  
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average_body_weight(O),  

average_endocranial_volume(O),biped(O), 

reduced_anterior_dentition(O), 

thick_enamel(O), 

skeletal_adaptations_to_bipedality(O), 

not arboricolism(O),  

not canine_reduction(O),  

not derived_cranial_morphology(O),  

not primitive_characters_retained(O), 

not prognatism_variable(O). 

By adding the following facts, we get that "Joe" is an 

australopithecus_afarensis: 
average_body_size(joe). 

average_body_weight(joe). 

average_endocranial_volume(joe). 

biped(joe).  

reduced_anterior_dentition(joe). 

thick_enamel(joe). 

skeletal_adaptations_to_bipedality(joe). 

i.e. there answer sets that satisfy all the preceding facts con-

tain australopithecus_afarensis(joe). 

4.2. When topology, paleoanthropology and 

ASP meet defeasible logics 

We note that the negative literals: 
 “not arboricolism(O),  

not canines_reduction(O),  

not derived_cranial_morphology(O),  

not primitive_characters_retained(O), 

not prognatism_variable(O)” 

have been validated as true by default (no information: “ne-

gation as failure”). 

Now we can imagine that the paleontologist discovers, in a 

prehistoric site, Joe jaw. However, the paleontologist finds 

that Joe has the property "canine-reduction". In AnsProlog*, 

this corresponds to adding the new fact:  
canine_reduction(joe). 

But the literal: 
not canine_reduction(joe) 

becomes false. Hence the rule: 

australopithecus_afarensis(O):-…. is no longer 

verified. Accordingly, AnsProlog* can no longer deduct the 

new fact: 
australopithecus_afarensis(joe). 

Thus, we have a revisable reasoning. The object "Joe" is no 

longer classified as class australopithecus_afarensis. The 

paleontologist must invent a new taxon to classify "Joe." 

Note the new taxon A_nov_taxon, which has the properties 

defined by the rule: 
a_nov_taxon (O) :-  

average_body_size(O),  

average_body_weight(O),  

average_endocranial_volume(O),biped(O), 

reduced_anterior_dentition(O), 

thick_enamel(O), 

skeletal_adaptations_to_bipedality(O), 

not arboricolism(O),  

canine_reduction(O),  

not derived_cranial_morphology(O),  

not primitive_characters_retained(O), 

not prognatism_variable(O). 

 

AnsProlog may deduce a new fact: 

a_nov_taxon(joe). 

These procedures parallelize methods used in paleoanthro-
pology.  The description of a fossil taxon is based, by na-
ture, upon incomplete data such as cranial fragments, post-
cranial elements, etc. Missing data might be inferred but 
usually remain unresolved until the discoveries of new ma-
terials. The identification of a fossil specimen and its alloca-
tion to a pre-existing or a new class constitute a first step of 
the paleontological work. This “taxonomic” work is the 
basis of the phylogenetic analyses which aim organizing 
taxa in natural groups, i.e. establishing ancestor / descendant 
relationships and defining kinship (sister groups). 

5. Conclusion 

We aim to present a brief evaluation of an application of 
Topology and Non-Monotonic logics to practical issues in 
Paleoanthropology. The implementation in AnsProlog of 
typicality/atypicality concepts based on zoological groups 
and morphological criteria leads to propose new solutions 
for resolving topologic trees in a systematics framework. 
This first step assessment of the method may be tested and 
extended in several ways including:  (1) a formalization of 
the concept of typicality scale as a base for a "neo-topology" 
with boundary thicknesses and  (2) a larger and a more de-
tailed set of morphological characters, than introduced into 
our presentation, in order to better assess our method in a 
complex and exhaustive zoological framework. 
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Abstract

Constructive modal logics come in several different
flavours and constructive description logics, while
much more recent and less studied, not surpris-
ingly, do the same. After all, it is a well-known
result of Schild that description logics are simply
variants of n-ary basic modal logic. There are sev-
eral extensions of classical description logics, with
modalities, temporal assertions, etc. As far as we
know there are no such extensions for construc-
tive description logics. Hence this note is a for-
mal description of the extension of a constructive
description logic cALC [MS08] with contexts as
modalities, as described in [deP03a], following the
blueprint of [WZ99].

Keywords: constructive logic, description logic, contexts

1 Introduction

Description Logics are a knowledge representation formal-
ism, much used in Artificial Intelligence. They are logic-
based formalisms intended for representing knowledge about
concept hierarchies, supplied with effective reasoning pro-
cedures and a declarative semantics. Description logics are
very popular nowadays, perhaps due to their proposed appli-
cations in the Semantic Web. Most uses of description logics
consider classical systems. However, considering versions
of constructive description logics makes sense, both from a
theoretical and from a practical viewpoint, as discussed in
[deP03].

Description logics tend to be bundled in families of logical
systems, depending on which concept constructors you allow
in the logic. Since description logics came into existence as
fragments of first-order logic, chosen to find the best trade-off
possible between expressiveness and tractability of the frag-
ment, several systems were discussed and eventually a taxon-
omy of systems emerged. In this taxonomy, the system called
ALC (for Attributive Language with Complements) has come
to be known as the canonical basic one. As far as constructive
description logics are concerned, Mendler and Scheele have
worked out a very compelling system, which they call cALC
([MS08], based on the constructive modal logic CK[BPR01]).
A different constructive version of ALC, based on the frame-
work for constructive modal logics developed by Simpson in

his phd thesis [Sim95] was developed by Hausler, Rademaker
and de Paiva. Their system, called iALC for Intuitionistic
ALC, was described in [HRP10] and it is the reduced ver-
sion of Braüner and de Paiva’s system of Intuitionistic Hybrid
logic, IHL [BdP06]. The systems cALC and iALC are alter-
native formalizations of constructive description logics, and
the main difference between these systems is whether they
satisfy (or not) distribution of possibility over disjunction.

In this note, we start by recalling the description logic
cALC. We then consider one extra modality on top of cALC,
following the blueprint of [WZ99], and prove decidability of
the resulting system. In previous work [deP03a] one of us
suggested the use of constructive modalities as MacCarthy-
style contexts in AI. On that work, the application envisaged
was constructive modalities for formalising natural language
‘microtheories’ and it was regretted that the system obtained
only described constructive modalities over a propositional
basis. The work in this paper gets closer to the desired ulti-
mate system, as we can now talk about context as a construc-
tive modality over a constructive description logic basis. But
most of the hard work is still to be done, as it concerns the
interactions of the finite (but very large) collection of linguis-
tics based contexts/modalities. Here we briefly discuss this as
future work.

2 Constructive description logic cALC

The basic building blocks of description logics are con-
cepts, roles and individuals. We think of concepts as unary
predicates in usual first-order logic and of roles as binary
predicates, used to modify the concepts. Like classical
ALC [DL03] the intuitionistic version cALC is a basic de-
scription language whose concept constructors are described
by the following grammar:

C,D ::= A | ⊥ | ⊤ | ¬C | C ⊓D | C ⊔D | C ⊑ D |

∃R.C | ∀R.C

where A stands for an atomic concept and R for an atomic
role. Note however that as in [MS08] we treat ⊑ as a concept
forming operator, unlike in ALC. In the classical setting, C ⊑
D would have been definable as ¬C ⊔ D, but we are in the
constructive setting and connectives are not interdefinable.

Following Mendler and Scheele we say a constructive in-
terpretation of cALC is a structure I = (∆I ,�I ,⊥I , ·I)
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consisting of a non-empty set ∆I of entities in which each
entity represents a partially defined individual; a refinement
pre-ordering �I on ∆I , i.e., a reflexive and transitive rela-
tion; ⊥I is a subset of fallible entities satisfying ⊥ (fallible
entities are over-defined and hence self-contradictory. This
set is closed under refinement, that is, x ∈ ⊥I and x �I y
implies y ∈ ⊥I); and an interpretation function ·I mapping
each role name R to a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I and
each atomic concept A to a set AI ⊆ ∆I which is closed
under refinement, i.e., x ∈ AI and x �I y implies y ∈ AI .
The interpretation I is lifted from atomic ⊥, A to arbitrary
concepts, where ∆I

c =df ∆I \ ⊥I is the set of non-fallible
elements, via:

⊤I =df ∆I

(¬C)I =df {x|∀y ∈ ∆I

c .x � y ⇒ y 6∈ CI}

(C ⊓D)I =df CI ∩DI

(C ⊔D)I =df CI ∪DI

(C ⊑ D)I =df {x|∀y ∈ ∆I

c .(x � y and y ∈ CI) ⇒

y ∈ DI}

(∃R.C)I =df {x|∀y ∈ ∆I

c .x � y ⇒

∃z ∈ ∆I .(y, z) ∈ RI and z ∈ CI}

(∀R.C)I =df {x|∀y ∈ ∆I

c .x � y ⇒

∀z ∈ ∆I .(y, z) ∈ RI ⇒ z ∈ CI}

Semantic validity can be introduced as follows: say “x sat-
isfies C in the interpretation I”, written as I, x |= C, if x is
in the interpretation of C, x ∈ CI . Say I |= C if this hap-
pens for all x in ∆I . Finally say |= C if for all interpretations
I we have I |= C. These definitions are usually extended to
sets of concepts.

Typical reasoning in description logics is done via TBoxes
and ABoxes. If we use Θ for a TBox, i.e., a collection of
concepts and subsumptions1 and Γ for an ABox, a collection
of instantiations of concepts then we can say Θ,Γ |= C if for
all interpretations I, which are models of all the concepts in
Θ it is the case that every x in I which satisfy the axioms in
Γ must also satisfy C, or

∀I.∀x ∈ ∆I .(I |= Θ and I, x |= Γ) implies I, x |= C

Note that if we only consider TBox reasoning, that is if the
ABox is empty, the definition above gives Θ, ∅ |= C iff

∀I.∀x ∈ ∆I . I |= Θ implies I, x |= C

A Hilbert-style axiomatization of TBox reasoning in cALC
consists of the axioms and rules given in Figure 1. We denote
derivability in this caclulus as ⊢H .

Mendler and Scheele([MS08] p.7) proved:

Theorem 1 (Mendler-Scheele). The Hilbert calculus given
in Figure 1 is sound and complete for TBox reasoning, that is
Θ, ∅ |= C if and only if Θ ⊢H C.

1This is a somewhat non-traditional usage, since usually a TBox
would contain subsumptions, rather than concepts. However recall
that following [MS08], we express subsumptions as concepts.

(⊑1) C ⊑ (D ⊑ C)

(⊑2) (C ⊑ (D ⊑ E)) ⊑ ((C ⊑ D) ⊑ (C ⊑ E))

(⊓1) C ⊓D ⊑ C

(⊓2) C ⊓D ⊑ D

(⊓3) C ⊑ (D ⊑ (C ⊓D))

(⊔1) C ⊑ C ⊔D

(⊔2) D ⊑ C ⊔D

(⊔3) (C ⊑ E) ⊑ ((D ⊑ E) ⊑ (C ⊔D ⊑ E))

(⊥) ⊥ ⊑ C

(∀K) ∀R.(C ⊑ D) ⊑ (∀R.C ⊑ ∀R.D)

(∃K) ∀R.(C ⊑ D) ⊑ (∃R.C ⊑ ∃R.D)

(Nec) If ⊢H C then ⊢H ∀R.C

(MP ) If ⊢H C and ⊢H C ⊑ D, then ⊢H D

Figure 1: The System cALC: Hilbert-style

A sequent calculus version of cALC is given by Mendler
and Scheele, who also prove cut-elimination for their calcu-
lus. But their calculus is a a tableau style calculus with pos-
itive and negative information about concepts and a simpler
one is available, see Figure 2.

Note that our version, which is constructive, has restric-
tions to a single conclusion formula in the rules for subsump-
tion and universal-quantification-role on the right, which are
essential to keep the system intuitionistic. It is reassuring to
see the same rules for roles in Straccia’s 4-valued Descrip-
tion Logic [Str97]. The rules for the propositional connec-
tives (⊓,⊔) are basically the same as for classical ALC, and
the rules for subsumption ⊑ are just the rules for intuitionistic
implication.

The system cALC[MS08] is related to constructive
CK ([BPR01] and [MdP05]) in the same way classical mul-
timodal K is related ALC[Sch91]. In the system cALC, the
classical principles of the excluded middle C ⊔ ¬C = T,
double negation elimination ¬¬C = C and the definitions of
the modalities ∃R.C = ¬∀R.¬C and ∀R.C = ¬∃R.¬C are
no longer tautologies, but simply non-trivial TBox statements
used to axiomatize specific application scenarios.

Soundness and completeness of a sequent calculus ver-
sion of cALCis indicated in page 10 of [MS08], although
not exactly for the sequent calculus we proposed in Figure
2. Our sequents are simpler than theirs, as we do not insist in
carrying negative information along derivations, as they do.
Nonetheless we have:

Theorem 2. The sequent calculus for cALC in Figure 2 and
the Hilbert calculus described in Figure 1 are equivalent. For
any TBox Θ and concept C, we have that Θ, ∅ ⊢H C if and
only if the sequent Θ ⇒ C has a derivation using the rules in
Figure 2.

The proof of soundness and completeness of the sequent
calculus for cALC does not come straight from Straccia’s
work, as our rules for roles are the same, but our semantics
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Γ, C ⇒ C,∆ Γ,⊥ ⇒ C,∆

Γ ⇒ C,∆ Γ, D ⇒ ∆
⊑-l

Γ, C ⊑ D ⇒ ∆

Γ, C ⇒ D
⊑-r

Γ ⇒ C ⊑ D

Γ, C,D ⇒ ∆
⊓-l

Γ, (C ⊓D) ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ C,∆ Γ ⇒ D,∆
⊓-r

Γ ⇒ (C ⊓D),∆

Γ, C ⇒ ∆ Γ, D ⇒ ∆
⊔-l

Γ, (C ⊔D) ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ C,D,∆
⊔-r

Γ ⇒ (C ⊔D),∆

Γ, C ⇒ ∆
∀-l

Γ, ∀R.C ⇒ ∆
Γ ⇒ C

∀-r
Γ ⇒ ∀R.C

Γ, C ⇒ ∆
∃-l

Γ, ∃R.C ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ C,∆
∃-r

Γ ⇒ ∃R.C,∆

Figure 2: The System cALC: Sequent calculus

are different. Straccia insists on 4-valuedness, we only want
constructiveness.

Theorem 3. The sequent calculus described in Figure 2 is
sound and complete for TBox reasoning, that is Θ, ∅ |= C if
and only if Θ ⊢S C.

3 Extending cALC

The main idea of the extension of cALCwith a constructive
context operator 2 from the logic CK [MdP05] is similar
to the approach of Wolter and Zakharyaschev to modaliz-
ing classical description logics. Intuitively, we introduce a
Kripke-style model to interpret the 2 where each possible
world is a cALC model. We treat cALC formulas as atomic
formulas of the extended logic cALC2.

If φat is a formula of cALC, then formulas of cALC2are
defined as follows:

φ ::= ⊤ | ⊥ | φat | 2φ | φ ∧ ψ | φ ∨ ψ | φ→ ψ

The logic CK (see for example [MdP05]) is interpreted on
models (W,≤, R, I) where W is a non-empty set of possible
worlds, ≤ is a reflexive transitive binary relation on W , R
is an arbitrary binary relation on W , and I is an interpreta-
tion function (pI is a subset of W satisfying p). Inconsistent
worlds are allowed, namely ⊥I is not necessarily empty, so
we have fallible worlds. The conditions on models are as fol-
lows:

• ≤ is hereditary with respect to atomic formulas, that is
for every atomic p, if w ∈ pI and w ≤ w′, then w′ ∈ pI

In particular, if w ∈ ⊥I and w ≤ w′, then w′ ∈ ⊥I .

• if w ∈ ⊥I , then w ∈ pI for every atomic p.

A model of cALC2, M, is a CK-model (W,≤, R, I)
where in addition each W is a cALC model and for every

formula φat of cALC, w ∈ (φat)
I

iff w |= φat.

Definition 1 (satisfaction in M). The relation “the cALC2-
model M and the world w ∈ W satisfy a formula φ” (in
symbols M, w |= φ) is defined inductively as follows:

M, w |= φat iff w ∈ (φat)
I

M, w |= φ ∧ ψ iff M, w |= φ and M, w |= ψ

M, w |= φ ∨ ψ iff M, w |= φ or M, w |= ψ

M, w |= φ → ψ iff for all w′ with w ≤ w′ if M, w′ |= φ,
then M, w′ |= ψ

M, w |= 2φ iff for all w′ with w ≤ w′ , ∀u(R(w′, u) ⇒
M, u |= φ)

Theorem 4. Satisfiability for cALC2is decidable.

Proof sketch. The decision procedure builds on decidabil-
ity results for cALC [MS08] and CK [MdP05], respectively.
We formulate the procedure as a non-deterministic algorithm
(guess a model and check that it is indeed a satisfying model)
but it can also be described as a deterministic algorithm work-
ing by exhaustive enumeration of all models of fixed bounded
size.

Given a formula φ of cALC2, we first use the result from
[MS08] to guess a bounded size CK modelM for φ (ignoring
the extra conditions for the cALC2models). Note that for
each world of M , by construction from [MdP05], only the
interpretation of subformulas of φ in M matters. Let us call
this set of subformulas Sf(φ). Note that Sf(φ) is finite. Now
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we check, for each world w of M , whether the set {φat :
M,w |= φat and φat ∈ Sf(φ)} has a cALC model. By
the result of [MS08], this is decidable. If every world in M
has a corresponding cALC model, we are done: we found a
cALC2model for φ. 2

Having obtained decidability for cALC2we conjecture that
the system can be extended with many non-interacting boxes,
to provide a system cALCctx for Artificial Intelligence con-
texts, the application to Natural Language semantics that we
are after, which is briefly described below.

In a series of papers ([deP05],[Bal07],[Bal07a]) the PARC
team has described a formalization of the semantics produced
by their system Bridge, that automatically creates seman-
tics for natural language sentences from the sentences them-
selves, using symbolic and statistical methods. The logic that
emerges from their representations (which they called TIL for
textual inference logic) is a description logic of concepts and
contexts, determined by the lexical semantics of the words
used. Their description corresponds intuitively to a system of
constructive description logic, where the linguistic contexts
are induced by intensional concepts, such as propositional at-
titude verbs and negations. For a trivial example consider the
sentence Ed knew that he closed the door, in the logic TIL the
representation of this sentence will have two contexts, one
corresponding to the world of the things that Ed knew, one
corresponding to how the author of the sentence conceives the
real world to be. These linguistically induced contexts were
also called ‘microtheories’, by analogy to CYC’s contexts,
which correspond to first-order logic theories. The work in
this paper started from a desire to give a firm logical footing
to the system TIL.

However, the PARC team also did some work in the in-
teractions amongst their linguistic contexts [NCK06]. The
ultimate goal of the research reported in this paper is to for-
malize that latter work on linguistics contexts interaction. As
discussed by Nairn et al these interactions are predictable, but
not trivial to formalize. Much work remains to be done to-
wards this goal and we are barely starting it. However, it
must be noted that we do not envisage adding any work along
the lines of the work of Klarman and Gutierrez [KG10]. De-
spite the superficial similarity between our paper and their
work (both papers add contexts MacCarthy-style to the de-
scription logic ALC), the resulting systems are very differ-
ent. First because what we take as contexts MacCarthy-style
is different and secondly because of our commitment to make
our logic constructive, both in the basis and in the context
structure over it. It is hoped that the constructivity of the
logic will ‘pay’ for itself via the usefulness of the Curry-
Howard correspondence, as argued, inter alia, by Mendler
and Scheele [MS08].

4 Conclusions

We extended the constructive description logic cALC with a
modality box operator and proved that the resulting logic is
decidable. This extension is motivated by a proposed applica-
tion to modelling contexts in AI, as described, in the propo-
sitional setting, in [deP03a]. Much remains to be done, in
particular we want to investigate the complexity price of con-

structivity in our setting and we also must check the adapta-
tion needs of our application.
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Abstract

In this article we show how to perform local-as-
view integration of possibly inconsistent and in-
complete ontologies in terms of Defeasible Logic
Programming (DeLP). We show how to reason on
Description Logics (DL) ontologies in an ontology
integration system by performing a dialectical anal-
ysis in order to determine the membership of indi-
viduals to a concepts. We present formal definitions
of a framework for ontology integration of DL on-
tologies based on DeLP along with a case study and
review some of the properties of the approach.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001] (SW) is a vision
of the Web where agents can reason about resources whose
meaning is assigned in terms of ontologies [Gruber, 1993].
The OWL language is the current standard for defining on-
tologies and its underlying semantics is based on Descrip-
tion Logics (DL) [Baader et al., 2003], for which special-
ized reasoners exist [Haarslev and Möller, 2001]. Descrip-
tion Logic Programming (DLP) is an alternative approach
to reason with DL ontologies that proposes translating them
into the language of logic programming (LP) [Grosof et al.,
2003]. Although DLP offers several advantages in terms of
efficiency and reuse of existing LP tools (such as Prolog en-
vironments), that approach is incapable of reasoning in the
presence of inconsistent ontologies. In this regard we devel-
oped a framework called δ-ontologies [Gómez et al., 2010]

based on Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) [Garcı́a and
Simari, 2004], an approach which allows to assess defeasibly
the membership of an individual to a concept description in
the presence of potential inconsistent ontology.

The semantic integration of potentially inconsistent infor-
mation sources in the SW is complicated because the knowl-
edge engineer usually has no authority to correct foreign on-
tologies or even worse the domains modeled are inherently
inconsistent. The resources and their data are modeled in

∗This research is funded by Projects PIP 112-200801-02798
(CONICET, Argentina), PGI 24/N006 (SGCyT, UNS, Argentina)
and Universidad Nacional del Sur.

terms of ontologies whose terms can differ, so the ontolo-
gies must be aligned to put their terms into mutual agree-
ment [Klein, 2001]. There are two kinds of ontology inte-
gration aproaches, viz. global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-
view (LAV) [Calvanese et al., 2001]. When performing LAV
integration, concepts of the local ontologies are mapped to
queries over a global ontology.

In this article, we present an approach for modeling LAV
ontology integration when the involved ontologies can be po-
tentially inconsistent. The ontologies are expressed in the
language of DL but their semantics is expressed in terms of
DeLP. The alignments between the local and global ontolo-
gies are expressed as DL inclusion axioms that are also inter-
preted as DeLP sentences. As the ontologies are potentially
inconsistent, a dialectical analysis is performed on the inter-
pretation of both the ontologies and the mappings from the
local to the global ontology.

Outline: In Section 2 we present the fundamentals of De-
feasible Logic Programming along with a brief introduction
to the δ-ontologies framework for reasoning with possibly in-
consistent ontologies. In Section 3, we extend δ-ontologies
for performing local-as-view integration. Finally Section 4
concludes the paper.

2 Knowledge Representation and Reasoning

with δ-Ontologies

2.1 Fundamentals of Defeasible Logic
Programming

Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) [Garcı́a and Simari,
2004] provides a language for knowledge representation
and reasoning that uses defeasible argumentation [Chesñevar
et al., 2000] to decide between contradictory conclusions
through a dialectical analysis. In a DeLP program P =
(Π,∆), a set Π of strict rules P ← Q1, . . . , Qn, and
a set ∆ of defeasible rules P−≺Q1, . . . , Qn can be distin-
guished. An argument 〈A, H〉 is a minimal non-contradictory
set of ground defeasible clauses A of ∆ that allows to derive
a ground literal H possibly using ground rules of Π. Since
arguments may be in conflict (concept captured in terms of
a logical contradiction), an attack relationship between argu-
ments can be defined. Generalized specificity [Stolzenburg et
al., 2003] is one possible criterion used to decide between two
conflicting arguments. If the attacking argument is strictly
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preferred over the attacked one, then it is called a proper de-
feater. If no comparison is possible, or both arguments are
equi-preferred, the attacking argument is called a blocking
defeater. In order to determine whether a given argument A
is ultimately undefeated (or warranted), a dialectical process
is recursively carried out, where defeaters forA, defeaters for
these defeaters, and so on, are taken into account. The answer
to a query H w.r.t. a DeLP program P takes such dialectical
analysis into account and can be one of yes, no, undecided, or
unknown.

2.2 Reasoning with Inconsistent DL Ontologies in
DeLP

In the presence of inconsistent ontologies, traditional DL rea-
soners (such as RACER [Haarslev and Möller, 2001]) issue an
error message and stop further processing. Thus, the burden
of repairing the ontology (i.e., making it consistent) is on the
knowledge engineer. For defining δ-ontologies in [Gómez et
al., 2010] we use the SHOIQ DL but (following [Grosof
et al., 2003]) distinguish three kinds of inclusion axioms for
defining classes: (i) having no disjunctions in the right-hand
side of inclusion statements (calledLb-classes), (ii) having no
disjunctions in the left-hand side (known as Lh-classes), and
(iii) having no disjunctions at all (called Lhb-classes).

Definition 2.1 Let C be an Lb-class, D an Lh-class, A, B
Lhb-classes, P,Q properties, a, b individuals. Let T be a set
of inclusion and equality sentences in LDL of the form C ⊑
D, A ≡ B, ⊤ ⊑ ∀P.D, ⊤ ⊑ ∀P−.D, P ⊑ Q, P ≡ Q,
P ≡ Q−, or P+ ⊑ P such that T can be partitioned into two
disjoint sets TS and TD. Let A be a set of assertions disjoint
with T of the form a : D or 〈a, b〉 : P . A δ-ontology Σ is a
tuple (TS , TD, A). The set TS is called the strict terminology
(or Sbox), TD the defeasible terminology (or Dbox) and A
the assertional box (or Abox).

Example 2.1 Consider the δ-ontology Σ1 = (T 1
S , T 1

D, A1)
presented in Fig. 1. The strict terminology T 1

S says every
Highlander always carries a sword. The defeasible terminol-
ogy T 1

D expresses that usually a man is mortal unless he is a
Highlander. The set A1 asserts that it is known that Socrates
is a man and McCleod is both a man and a Highlander. No-
tice that the traditional (in the sense of [Baader et al., 2003])
DL ontology (T 1

S ∪ T 1
D, A1) is incoherent since somebody

who is both a man and a Highlander then belongs both to
the “Mortal” concept and to its complement, rendering the
concept empty.

Strict terminology T 1

S :

Highlander ⊑ CarriesSword

Defeasible terminology T 1

D:

Man ⊑ Mortal
Man ⊓ Highlander ⊑ ¬Mortal

Assertional box A1:

SOCRATES : Man
MCLEOD : Man
MCLEOD : Highlander

Figure 1: Ontology Σ1 = (T 1
S , T 1

D, A1)

For assigning semantics to a δ-ontology two translation
functions T∆ and TΠ from DL to DeLP based on the work
of [Grosof et al., 2003] are defined. The basic premise for

achieving the translation of DL ontologies into DeLP is based
on the observation that a DL inclusion axiom “C ⊑ D” is
regarded as a First-Order Logic statement “(∀x)(C(x) →
D(x))”, which in turn is regarded as a Horn-clause “d(X)←
c(X)”.1 Naturally “C ⊓ D ⊑ E” is treated as “e(X) ←
c(X), d(X)”. Lloyd-Topor transformations are used to han-
dle special cases as conjunctions in the head of rules and
disjunctions in the body of rules; so “C ⊑ D ⊓ E” is inter-
preted as two rules “d(X) ← c(X)” and “e(X) ← c(X)”
while “C ⊔ D ⊑ E” is transformed into “e(X)← c(X)” and
“e(X) ← d(X)”. Likewise axioms of the form “∃r.C ⊑ D”
are treated as “d(X) ← r(X, Y ), c(Y )”. Dbox axioms are
treated as defeasible and are transformed using the T∆ func-
tion (e.g., T∆(C ⊑ D) is interpreted as d(X) −≺ c(X)); Sbox
axioms are considered strict and are transformed using TΠ
(e.g., TΠ(C ⊑ D) is interpreted as {(d(X) ← c(X)), (∼
c(X) ← ∼ d(X))}).2 Abox assertions are always con-
sidered strict (e.g., TΠ(a : C) is regarded as a fact c(a) and
TΠ(〈a, b〉 : r) as r(a, b)). Formally:

Definition 2.2 Let Σ = (TS , TD, A) be a δ-ontology. The
interpretation of Σ is a DeLP program P = (TΠ(TS) ∪
TΠ(A), T∆(TD)).

Notice that in order to keep consistency within an argu-
ment, some internal coherence between the Abox and the
Tbox must be enforced; namely given a δ-ontology Σ =
(TS , TD, A), it must not be possible to derive two comple-
mentary literals from TΠ(TS)∪TΠ(A). We recall how the rea-
soning task of instance checking [Baader et al., 2003, p. 19]

is interpreted in δ-ontologies:

Definition 2.3 Let Σ = (TS , TD, A) be a δ-ontology, C
a class name, a an individual, and P = (TΠ(TS) ∪
TΠ(A), T∆(TD)).

1. The individual a potentially belongs to class Ciff there
exists an argument 〈A, C(a)〉 w.r.t. P;

2. the individual a justifiedly belongs to class Ciff there
exists a warranted argument 〈A, C(a)〉 w.r.t. P , and,

3. the individual a strictly belongs to class Ciff there exists
an argument 〈∅, C(a)〉 w.r.t. P .

Example 2.2 (Continues Ex. 2.1) Consider again the
δ-ontology Σ1, which is interpreted as the DeLP pro-
gram P1 according to Def. 2.2 as shown in Fig. 2.
From P1, we can determine that Socrates justifiedly
belongs to the concept “Mortal” in Σ1 as there ex-
ists an undefeated (and thus warranted) argument structure
〈{mortal(socrates) −≺ man(socrates)},mortal(socrates)〉.
Macleod belongs potentially to the concept “Mortal” as he
is also a man, but this argument is defeated by another (un-
defeated) argument 〈A,∼mortal(mcleod)〉, where A = {∼
mortal(mcleod) −≺ man(mcleod), highlander(mcleod)}.
Therefore Mcleod justifiedly belongs to the concept
“¬Mortal”. It can be also inferred that Mcleod strictly

1Following standard logic programming notation, in DeLP rules
we note constant and predicate names with an initial lowercase and
variable names with an initial uppercase.

2The function TΠ computes transposes of rules to allow for rea-
soning with modus tollens.
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belongs to the concept “CarriesSword” as there exists an
argument 〈∅, carriessword(mcleod)〉.

DeLP program P1 = (Π1, ∆1) obtained from Σ1:

Facts and strict rules Π1:
carriessword(x) ← highlander(x).
∼highlander(x) ← ∼carriessword(x).
man(socrates).
man(mcleod).
highlander(mcleod).

Defeasible rules ∆1:
mortal(x)−≺man(x).
∼mortal(x)−≺man(x), highlander(x).

Figure 2: DeLP program P1 interpreting ontology Σ1

3 Local-as-View Integration of δ-Ontologies

Data integration is the problem of combining data residing
at different sources, and providing the user with a unified
view of those data [Lenzerini, 2002]. There are two main ap-
proaches to data integration, namely global-as-view (GAV)
and local-as-view (LAV). In the LAV approach, we assume a
global ontology G, a set S of local/source ontologies, and the
mapping between the global and the local ontologies is given
by associating each term in the local ontologies with a view
VG over the global ontology [Calvanese et al., 2001, Sect. 4].
The intended meaning of associating with a term C in S a
view VG over G is that such a view represents the best way to
characterize the instances of C using the concepts in G. The
correspondence between C and the associated view can be
sound (all the individuals satisfying C satisfy VG), complete
(if no individual other than those satisfying C satisfies VG),
and/or exact (the set of individuals that satisfy C is exactly
the set of individuals that satisfy VG).

In the GAV and LAV approaches to data integration, the
queries w.r.t. the target ontology are reformulated w.r.t. the
sources. Hasse & Motik [Haase and Motik, 2005] (refer-
ring to [Lenzerini, 2002]) explain that in the GAV systems
the problem is simply reduced to unfolding the views, since
the reformulation is explicit in the mappings. In the LAV
case, the problem requires more complex reasoning steps as
in the case of sound mappings is not clear how to reformulate
the concepts of a source ontology in terms of a global ontol-
ogy. Therefore, in this work, we will restrict the case of LAV
integration to complete views.

Definition 3.1 An ontology integration system I is a triple
(G,S,M) where:

• G is a global ontology expressed as a δ-ontology over an
alphabet AG .

• S is a set of n source ontologies S1, . . . ,Sn expressed as
δ-ontologies over alphabets AS1 , . . . ,ASn

, resp. Each
alphabetASi

includes a symbol for each concept or role
name of the source Si, i = 1, . . . , n.

• M is a set of n mappingsM1, . . . ,Mn between G and
S1, . . . ,Sn, resp. Each mappingMi is constituted by a
set of inclusion axioms of the form qSi

⊑ qG , where qG
and qSi

are concept descriptions defined over the global

ontology G and Si, i = 1, . . . , n, resp. The concepts
qG are expressed over the alphabet AG and qSi

are ex-
pressed over the alphabet ASi

. The setsM1, . . . ,Mn

are called bridge ontologies.

An ontology integration system will be interpreted as a
DeLP program.

Definition 3.2 Let I = (G,S,M) be an ontology inte-
gration system such that S = {S1, . . . ,Sn} and M =
{M1, . . . ,Mn}, where G = (TGS , TGD, AG); Si =

(TSi

S , TSi

D , ASi

i ), and, Mi = (TMi

S , TMi

D ), with i =
1, . . . , n. The system I is interpreted as the DeLP program
IDeLP = (Π,∆), with:

Π =
(

TΠ(TG

S
)

)

∪
(

TΠ(AG)
)

∪
(

⋃

n

i=1
TΠ(TSi

S
)

)

∪
(

⋃

n

i=1
TΠ(TMi

S
)

)

, and

∆ =
(

T∆(TG

D
)

)

∪
(

⋃

n

i=1
T∆(TSi

D
)

)

∪
(

⋃

n

i=1
T∆(TMi

D
)

)

.

Possible inferences in the integrated ontology IDeLP are
modeled by means of a dialectical analysis in the DeLP pro-
gram that is obtained when each DL sentence of the ontology
is mapped into DeLP clauses. Thus conclusions supported by
warranted arguments will be the valid consequences that will
be obtained from the original ontology, provided the strict in-
formation in IDeLP is consistent. Formally:

Definition 3.3 Let I = (G,S,M) be an ontology integra-
tion system. Let a be an individual name, and C a concept
name defined in G.

1. Individual a is a potential member of C iff there exists
an argument A for the literal C(a) w.r.t. DeLP program
IDeLP .

2. Individual a is a justified member of C iff there exists a
warranted argument A for the literal C(a) w.r.t. DeLP
program IDeLP .

3. Individual a is an strict member of C iff there exists an
empty argument for the literal C(a) w.r.t. DeLP program
IDeLP .

We will illustrate the above notions with an example. No-
tice that we label a concept C with the name of the ontology
Si to which it belongs (as in Si : C) following the XML
name-space convention (This notation follows the one used
in [Haase and Motik, 2005]).

Example 3.1 Let us consider the problem of assigning re-
viewers for papers. In Fig. 3, we present a global ontology
G3.1 interpreted as: a professor with a postgraduate degree
can be a reviewer; someone should not be a reviewer unless
they are either a professor or have a graduate degree; how-
ever, a professor, despite not having a postgraduate degree, is
accepted as a reviewer if he is an outstanding researcher. We
also present local ontologies L1 and L2. L1 expresses that
John is a professor who has a PhD, Paul is also a professor
but has neither a PhD nor a MSc, Mary just has a MSc, and
Steve is not a professor but has a MSc. The mappingML1,G

expresses that the terms MSc and PhD from local ontologyL1

are contained in the term postgraduated in the global ontol-
ogy, and that someone have neither a MSc nor a PhD is not a
postgraduate. Ontology L2 expresses that a is an article, b a
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book, c a chapter and that Paul has published a, b and c. The
mappingML2,G expresses that the view corresponding to the
individuals who have published an article, a chapter and a
book corresponds to the set of outstanding researchers.

The interpretation of above ontologies in DeLP yields
the code presented in Fig. 4. We show next the dialecti-
cal analyses that have to be performed to compute the jus-
tified membership of John, Paul, Mary and Steve to the
concept “Reviewer” w.r.t. the ontology integration system
(G, {L1,L2}, {ML1,G ,ML2,G}).

The individual John is a justified member of the concept
“Reviewer” because the argument 〈A, reviewer(john)〉 has
no defeaters and is thus warranted (see Fig. 5.(a)),3 with:

A =

{

(reviewer(john) −≺ postgrad(john), prof (john)),
(postgrad(john) −≺ phd(john))

}

.

In Paul’s case, we conclude that he is a possible re-
viewer as he is also a justified member of the concept
“Reviewer.” Notice that Paul is a potential member of
the concept “¬Reviewer” as there is an argument 〈B1,∼
reviewer(paul)〉, with:

B1 =

{

(∼reviewer(paul) −≺ ∼postgrad(paul)),
(∼postgrad(paul) −≺ ∼msc(paul),∼phd(paul))

}

.

However, we see that there is another argument
〈B2, reviewer(paul)〉 that defeats B1, where:

B2 =



























(reviewer(paul) −≺ prof (paul),∼postgrad(paul),
outstanding(paul)),

(outstanding(paul) −≺

published(paul , a), article(a),
published(paul , b), book(b),
published(paul , c), chapter(c)),

(∼postgrad(paul) −≺ ∼msc(paul),∼phd(paul))



























.

As B2 is undefeated, we conclude that the literal
reviewer(paul) is warranted (see Fig. 5.(b)-(c)).

Steve is not a reviewer as he is a justified member of the
concept “¬Reviewer” (see Fig. 5.(d)). In this case, there ex-
ists a unique (undefeated) argument 〈C,∼reviewer(steve)〉.
On the other hand, it is not possible to assess Mary’s mem-
bership to the concept “Reviewer” as no arguments for
reviewer(mary) nor ∼reviewer(mary) can be built.

We now introduce some properties of the proposed ap-
proach to ontology integration presented above. Notice that
the validity of the properties is strongly related to DeLP rea-
soning dynamics.

Property 3.1 Let I = (G,S,M) be an ontology integration
system. It cannot be the case that an individual a is a justified
member of concepts C and ¬C simultaneously.

Proof: Suppose that both a is a justified member of both C
and ¬C. Then it must be the case that there exist two war-
ranted arguments 〈A, C(a)〉 and 〈B,∼C(a)〉. But this is im-
possible as DeLP cannot warrant two complementary literals
(see [Garcı́a and Simari, 2004]).

3In a dialectical tree nodes are labeled as either defeated (D) or
undefeated (U ). Leaves are always labeled as undefeated; a node is
labeled as undefeated iff all of its children are labeled as defeated,
otherwise a node is labeled as defeated.

Global ontology G3.1 = (∅, TG

D
, ∅):

TG

D
=

{

Prof ⊓ Postgrad ⊑ Reviewer;
¬Postgrad ⊔ ¬Prof ⊑ ¬Reviewer;
Prof ⊓ ¬Postgrad ⊓ Outstanding ⊑ Reviewer

}

Local ontology L1 = (∅, ∅, AL1 ):

AL1 =

{

JOHN : Prof; JOHN : Phd; PAUL : Prof;
PAUL : ¬Msc; PAUL : ¬Phd; MARY : Msc;
STEVE : ¬Prof; STEVE : Msc

}

MappingML1,G between L1 and G3.1:

ML1,G =

{

L1 : Msc ⊔ L1 : Phd ⊑ G : Postgrad;
L1 : ¬Msc ⊓ L1 : ¬Phd ⊑ G : ¬Postgrad

}

Local ontology L2 = (∅, ∅, AL2 ):

AL2 =

{

a : Article; b : Book;
c : Chapter; 〈PAUL, a〉 : published;
〈PAUL, b〉 : published; 〈PAUL, c〉 : published

}

MappingML2,G between L2 and G3.1:

ML2,G =

{

L2 : (∃published.Article ⊓ ∃published.Book⊓
∃published.Chapter) ⊑ G : Outstanding

}

Figure 3: LAV ontology integration system

Property 3.2 Let I = (G,S,M) be an ontology integration
system. It cannot be the case that an individual a is an strict
member of concepts C and ¬C simultaneously.

Proof: Suppose that G = (TGS , TGD, AG); S = {S1, . . . ,Sn}

with Si = (TS
i , TD

i , Ai), and Mi = (TS
Mi

, TD
Mi

, AMi
),

with i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that a is an strict member
of both C and ¬C. Then there must exist two arguments

〈∅, C(a)〉 and 〈∅,∼C(a)〉w.r.t. IDeLP . Therefore TΠ(TGS )∪
⋃n

i=1 (TΠ(TS
i ) ∪ TΠ(TS

Mi
) ∪ TΠ(Ai) ∪ TΠ(AMi

)) will be
inconsistent contradicting the internal coherence assumption
(see Sect. 2.2).

Property 3.3 The running time for determining the strict,
potential and justified membership of an individual to a class
in an ontology integration system is finite.

Proof sketch: Let I = (G,S,M) be an ontology integration
system. As the δ-ontologies in I have a finite number of both
named concepts and individual constants, the DeLP program
IDeLP is finite. Cecchi et al. [2006] have shown that de-
termining if there exists an argument for a literal is NP; be-
sides, as the warrant procedure always builds a finite dialec-
tical tree [Garcı́a and Simari, 2004], then proceses for deter-
mining the strict, potential and justified membership always
terminate.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an approach for performing local-as-view
integration of Description Logic ontologies when these on-
tologies can be potentially inconsistent. We have adapted the
notion of ontology integration system of [Calvanese et al.,
2001] for making it suitable for the δ-ontology framework,
presenting both formal definitions and a case study.

For reasoning with an inconsistent ontology, it can be
repaired manually by the knowledge engineer or automati-
cally (e.g., using Belief Revision [Ribeiro and Wassermann,
2009]). Other approaches involve using some non-monotonic
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DeLP program (∅, ∆G) obtained from G3.1:

∆G =











reviewer(X)−≺ postgrad(X), prof (X).
∼reviewer(X)−≺ ∼postgrad(X).
∼reviewer(X)−≺ ∼prof(X).
reviewer(X)−≺

prof (X),∼postgrad(X), outstanding(X).











DeLP program P1 = (ΠL1 , ∅) obtained from L1:

ΠL1 =

{

prof (john). phd(john). prof (paul).
∼msc(paul). ∼phd(paul). msc(mary).
∼prof (steve). msc(steve).

}

MappingML1,G expressed in DeLP:

∆L1,G =

{

G : postgrad(X)−≺L1 : msc(X).
G : postgrad(X)−≺L1 : phd(X).
∼G : postgrad(X)−≺

∼L1 : msc(X),∼L1 : phd(X).

}

DeLP program P2 = (ΠL2 , ∅) obtained from L2:

ΠL2 =

{

article(a). book(b).
chapter(c). published(paul, a).
published(paul, b). published(paul, c).

}

MappingML2,G expressed in DeLP:

∆L2,G =

{

G : outstanding(X)−≺

L2 : published(X, Y ),L2 : article(Y ),
L2 : published(X, Z),L2 : book(Z),
L2 : published(X, W ),L2 : chapter(W ).

}

Figure 4: Ontologies G3.1, L1 and L2 expressed in DeLP

〈A, reviewer(john)〉U

〈B1,∼reviewer(paul)〉D

〈B2, reviewer(paul)〉U

(a) (b)

〈B2, reviewer(paul)〉U 〈C,∼reviewer(steve)〉U

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Dialectical trees for reviewer(john),
reviewer(paul) and reviewer(steve)

inference procedure to obtain meaningful answers (e.g., para-
consistent logics [Huang et al., 2005] which consider rea-
soning with a consistent subset of the inconsistent ontology).
Our approach directly copes with inconsistency by reason-
ing within the framework of DeLP, thus relying in defeasible
argumentation for determining the membership status of in-
dividuals to concepts. It must be noted that the proposed ap-
proach is only useful in the case of complete mappings, and
therefore the case for local-as-view integration with sound
and exact mappings remains as an open problem and is part
of our current research efforts.
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1 Introduction

In knowledge based systems, class-relation has played an ex-
panding role for the representation of knowledge. For ex-
ample in biomedical ontologies, the OBO-foundry operates
with relations among classes based on the relations among
the individuals of these classes [Smith and Rosse, 2004;
Smith et al., 2005]. In e.g. [Blonde et al., 2011], a frame-
work is presented on the formal and informal properties of the
class-relations as well as other ontological relations within a
semantic web-approach to e.g. biomedical ontologies.

The reason for using relations among classes 1 rather than
relations among individuals is that classes, if you see them as
reflecting the real world, are really the main matters in e.g.
biomedical ontologies rather than the individuals. The termi-
nology with which we talk about classes or concepts reflects
that we always try to abstract from individual to class when
modeling ontologies.

Additionally, the reason for being able to reason over class-
relations is that it can be useful within drug discovery as noted
in e.g. [Qu et al., 2009]. For example the link between a drug
and a disease might be deduced by a chain of events, which
can be formed logically as compositions of (different) class-
relations.

In the popular ontology language, Description Logic
[Baader et al., 2003] the universal and existential restrictions
are by our definition also relations among classes.

In this work we reduce the potential class-relation compos-
ites to create a logical foundation for complex role inclusions
on class-relationships. This is based on relationships among
individuals belonging to these classes of interest.

We consider a total of nine possible different binary class-
relationships, namely those in table 1 which is partly based
on [Nilsson, 2011]. The class-relationships and their motiva-
tion will be introduced in section 2, and the degree of knowl-
edge, that the different class-relations represent are discussed
in section 2.1 adding of examples from biomedicine. In sec-
tion 3, the notation and formal definitions are given, while we
go on to study the possible combinations of these relations as
compositions of class-relationships in section 4.

1Note that we use relation between classes and class-relations
although the latter is not strictly mathematically correct without a
second order definition.

2 Class-relationships and role inclusions

When we talk about a class in this paper, we refer to what
is often called concepts, types or kinds, representing reality,
which is mainly in line with e.g. [Smith et al., 2005].

With regards to individuals, complex role inclusions based
on compositions are well studied and formalized, e.g. in De-
scription Logic (DL) [Baader et al., 2003] where they can
be modeled as reasoning rules in e.g. the DL-language EL+
language [Baader et al., 2006] using the adopted notation:
R

3 ⊑ R
1 ◦ R

2 for relations among individuals.
Introducing a ⊙B-connective, our subject of investigation

is thus combinations of the form A (R1

∀∃
⊙B R2

∀∀
) C, for

given class-relationsships A R1

∀∃
B and B R2

∀∀
C; the formal

definition will be given in section 3.
Our goal is then to determine which type the resulting

class-relationships will have, given the type of the two re-
lations in the composite, i.e. given any combination of the
quantifiers specifying the type of the relations R1 and R2 be-
tween classes A and B, and B and C respectively (i.e. ∀∃
and ∀∀ in the example above). We will examine whether a
class-relationship between A and C of any of the considered
types in table 1 exists, and if so, which it is.

2.1 Degrees of knowledge

The actual application of the reasoning rules in table 2 and
definitions of meaningful inferences on a certain domain is a
task of knowledge engineers. These modeled rules are based
on domain specific knowledge and complement the pure logic
inferences. Thus, it can be useful to consider the levels of
abstractions that can be used within the domain.

Knowledge using class-relationship representation can
come in many forms and are based on the degree of knowl-
edge your knowledge base contains. Some examples are dis-
cussed as follows:

The ∃∃ relation represents the least degree of knowl-
edge. In this case one only knows that an instance from
the first class has a relation to an instance from the sec-
ond class. This is not of much use if one is presented
with a concrete instance of either of the classes; given
an amount of insulin and a glucose transport one can-
not infer anything about them from the knowledge that
“Insulin stimulates∃∃ Glucose_transport”. An appear-
ance of knowledge on this form could be a semantic extrac-
tion from for instance a biomedical text. The relation has
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Table 1: The different class-relationship types in First-order Logic using the six possible combinations of quantifiers.

CRL FOL formulation Natural language formulation

A R∃∃ B ∃x
(

A(x) ∧ ∃y
(

xRy ∧B(y)
))

There exists an element in A that is related to some element in B

A R∃∀ B ∃x
(

A(x) ∧ ∀y
(

B(y) → xRy
))

There exists an element in A that is related to every element in B

A R∃∀o
B ∃x

(

A(x) ∧ ∀y
(

xRy → B(y)
))

There exists an element in A that is only related to elements inside B

A R∀∃ B ∀x
(

A(x) → ∃y
(

xRy ∧B(y)
))

Every element in A is related to some element in B

A R∀∀ B ∀x
(

A(x) → ∀y
(

B(y) → xRy
))

Every element in A is related to every element in B

A R∀∀o
B ∀x

(

A(x) → ∀y
(

xRy → B(y)
))

Any element in A is only related to elements inside B

A R∀o∃
B ∃y

(

B(y) ∧ ∀x
(

xRy → A(x)
))

There exists an element in B that no element outside A is related to

A R∀o∀
B ∀y

(

B(y) → ∀x
(

xRy → A(x)
))

There are no elements outside A that is related to any element in B

A R∀o∀o
B ∀x∀y

(

xRy →
(

B(y) ∧A(x)
))

It is only elements in A and B that are related

been seen, but nothing general should be concluded from just
one (uncertain) example.

A next natural step in the degrees of knowledge may be the
∀∃ relation. This knowledge might be obtained by observing
a larger sample of instances from the first class. The knowl-
edge “Insulin stimulates∀∃ Glucose_transport” lets us
infer something about insulin, namely that if we have any
amount of insulin we can find a glucose transport that it stim-
ulates. However, this knowledge does not really tell us any-
thing about glucose transport. This relation type is typically
found in canonical ontologies and the subsumption-relation
can also be seen as this relation type.

Continuing, the ∀∀o relation will intuitively represent a
higher degree of knowledge. But in the case of insulin and
glucose transport it still only tells us something about in-
sulin. It tells us that whatever insulin stimulates it must be
a glucose transport. But it does not tell us that we can al-
ways stimulate glucose transports with insulin. It is thus
typically used to create constraints for the first class, e.g.
“Insulin IsSecretedBy∀∀o

Beta_cells”, saying that when-
ever insulin is secreted, it is by a beta-cell.

Likewise, the inverse relation behaves. If R is
∀∀o then R−1 is ∀o∀ and the statement would be
“Beta_cells Secretes∀∀o

Insulin”.

The "final" degree of knowledge as represented by the ∀∀
relation gives us information about both insulin and glucose
transports. This is often the really useful information, namely
that given an arbitrary glucose transport we can always stim-
ulate it with any given amount of insulin. This knowledge
is typically found in interaction databases such as [Kanehisa
and Goto, 2000]2.

Notice, however, that the logical strength of ∀∀ is not nec-
essarily larger than the one of ∀∀o; there is also information
contained in knowing, that e.g. insulin cannot be secreted
by anything else than beta cells. ∀o∀o is "stronger" since it
restricts both the relata classes.

2However, this does not prevent the ∀∃ in being the underlying
relationships in e.g. popular presentations of the knowledge in texts
and speech in which people tend to generalize.
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Figure 1: Ordering of the different relation types, assuming
the relation is non-empty. (∗) = (M × B) ∩ R 6= ∅, (∗∗) =
(A×M) ∩R 6= ∅

These considerations show that when specifying formal
relations for knowledge representation in biomedicine for
instance, one should not only consider how the world actually
is, i.e. what the ontology looks like, but also what kind of
knowledge can be useful to represent in an application in the
first place.

Mathematically speaking, we can order the relations
according to their degree of knowledge following the dia-
gram in Figure 1, assuming that all concerned classes and
relations are non-empty. This should be read such that if R
e.g. is a ∀∀-relation, then it is also a ∀∃-relation as well as an
∃∀-relation, and (due to transitivity) it is also an ∃∃-relation,
given that the relation is non-empty. This is easily seen
by the (first order) definitions of the relationship types (see
table 1). As described above, we consider a ∀∀-relation
to be more informative than a ∀∀o-relation. Meanwhile,
a ∀∀-relation is not a ∀∀o-relation; though, under certain
(natural) conditions described below, it is a ∃∃-relation. In
the example above with the ∀∀o-relation Stimulate between
Insulin and Glucose_transport, we are not told that there
is not anything else besides insulin that could stimulate
glucose transport. But if we make the (further) assumption
that insulin indeed stimulates something at all, then we can
infer that Stimulates is an ∃∃-relation. This requirement is
that (Insulin × M) ∩ Stimulates 6= ∅, where M denotes
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the entire domain.
This requirement corresponds to the intuition behind our

knowledge representation, though this is often an implicit as-
sumption; when we say that insulin stimulates glucose trans-
port, indeed we are implicitly excluding the case where some-
thing that is not insulin stimulates something that is not a glu-
cose transport, while no insulin stimulate any glucose trans-
port , even though this, mathematically speaking, would still
qualify as a valid Stimulates∀∀o

-relation between Insulin
and Glucose_transport.

As a final remark to this diagram, one might think that if
R is a non-empty ∃∀o-relation, then it would likewise be an
∃∃-relation, but this is not the case as can be seen from the
example A = {a, b}, B = {b} and R = {(b, a)}. Unlike the
example above, the extra restriction on R that would ensure
it being an ∃∃-relation would, in itself, imply that R is an
∃∃-relation. This could also indicate that the usage of the
∃∀o-relation is limited within Knowledge Representation.

3 Definitions and notation

We use “x, y, z, ...” as variables ranging over arbitrary indi-
viduals and “A,B,C, ...” to range over classes. Relations
among individuals will be in boldface and capitalized, e.g.
“x R y” whereas the corresponding, lifted relations among
classes will be italicized and capitalized, e.g. “ARB”. Nota-
tionwise, we will allow ourselves to write "∃x ∈ X(. . .)" for
"∃x(X(x)∧. . .)" and "∀x ∈ X(. . .)" for "∀x(X(x) → . . .)".
Formally we consider the situation where we are given previ-
ously defined relations R1 and R

2 on M ×M (where M is
the entire domain), that give rise to two class-relations, each
of one of the nine types ∃∃, ∃∀, ∃∀o, ∀∃, ∀∀, ∀∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀
and ∀o∀o as defined in table 1. I.e. we have that A R1

HI
B

and B R2

JK
C, where H, I, J and K are quantifiers with

H, I, J,K ∈ {∀, ∃, ∀o}.
The composition of these class relations, denoted by ⊙B ,

is then:

(A R1

HI
B)⊙B (B R2

JK
C) ≡ A

(

R1

HI
⊙B R2

JK

)

C. (1)

Our task at hand is now to determine which type, if any,
this class-relation R1

HI
⊙B R2

JK
between A and C is:

Given (1), we will investigate whether there exist quantifiers
L,M ∈ {∀, ∃, ∀o}, such that A R3

LM
C, where R3 is the

"lifted" relation of R3 = R
1 ◦B R

2. ◦B is here a modified
version of the conventional composition of relations, where
we restrict the mediating element m to be in a specified, non-
arbitrary subset of M :"

R
1 ◦B R

2 =

{(m1,m2) ∈ M ×M | ∃m ∈ B(m1R
1m ∧mR

2m2)}.

This B-composition corresponds to the intuition behind the
knowledge representation using classes which are based on
complex role inclusions using individuals.

An example of such B-compositions is:

ARegulates∀∀ B ⊙B B Isa∀∃ D ⊑ ARegulates∀∃ D,

whereas a non-B-composition as A R1

∀∀
B ⊙ C R2

∀∃
D ⊑

A R3

∀∃
D often is an un-aquired composition for knowledge

modelling purposes.

To illustrate our task, we consider the example given in
section 2, i.e. we consider given relations A R1

∀∃
B and

B R2

∀∀
C. We now want to find out whether R3 defines a

class-relationship between classes A and C, where

R
3 =

{

(x, z) |
(

∃y
(

B(y) ∧ xR1y ∧ yR2z
)

)

∧
(

∀x
(

A(x) → ∃y
(

xR1y ∧B(y)
))

)

∧
(

∀y
(

B(y) → ∀z
(

C(z) → yR2z
))

)}

If so, the given class-relationship will then be A (R1

∀∃
⊙B

R2

∀∀
) C = R3

LM
. According to Table 2, in this case we have

that L = M = ∀, i.e. A (R1

∀∃
⊙B R2

∀∀
)∀∀ C.

4 Obtainable compositions

The possible combination of types of two class-relations
A R1

HI
B and B R2

JK
C, together with the type of their com-

posite A R3

LM
C are shown in table 2. We note, that the stated

relation-types are the most expressive relation with respect to
the degree of knowledge it expresses, cf. Figure 1, though the
proofs of these claims are left out. "/" means that the rela-
tion is one of the two stated relation types, while "&" means
that the relation is both of the stated relation types. The re-
sults with a "/" is - besides the minus - the "weakest" ones,
since we cannot say a priori which it is without examining
the relations further. Also, these results could be split in an
other fashion, e.g. the composition of a ∀o∃-relation and a
∀∀- relation is either a ∃∀- or a ∀∀o-relation, but it is also ei-
ther a ∀∀-relation or a ∃∀o-relation. Since the ordering of the
relation types is not total, we cannot say which is the most
expressive in this case.

The possible combinations are argued for in this section
and is also tested with the higher order theorem prover using
the TPTP-platform [Sutcliffe, 2009].

It should be noted that if R1 ◦B R
2 = ∅ then R1 ⊙B R2 is

trivially a ∀o∀o-relation. In the following we have therefore
assumed, that R1 ◦B R

2 6= ∅, and further, that all involved
classes and relations - A, B, C, R1 and R

2 - are non-empty,
even though an empty relation as such is a valid ∀o∀o-relation.
The results in the table reflect these assumptions.

This is mostly a reasonable assumption within knowledge
representation; it is required from the modeler that a class or
set in a knowledge base is a part of the world rather than a
meta-class that is potentially empty.

When we in the following give counter examples for
some of the possible combinations of relations, we will use
the three classes A, B and C of the domain M with the
individuals and different relations between the classes. The
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Figure 2: Our standard example consisting of the domain
M = {a, b, c} with classes A, B and C
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Table 2: The obtainable type of the composite of two class-relationships depending on their types. The numbers refer to the
cases where the claims are proven.

Type of R2

∃∃ ∀∃ ∃∀ ∀∀ ∃∀o ∀∀o ∀o∃ ∀o∀ ∀o∀o

Type
of
R1

∃∃ − (1) ∃∃ (4) − (1) ∃∀ (4) − (1) ∀∀o (2) − (1) − (1) ∀∀o (2)

∀∃ − (1) ∀∃ (4) − (1) ∀∀ (4) − (1) ∀∀o (2) − (1) − (1) ∀∀o (2)

∃∀ ∃∃ (5) ∃∃ (5) ∃∀ (5) ∃∀ (5) ∃∃/∀o∀ (6) ∃∃&∀∀o (10) ∃∃/∀o∀ (6) ∃∃/∀o∀ (6) ∃∃&∀∀o (10)

∀∀ ∀∃ (5) ∀∃ (5) ∀∀ (5) ∀∀ (5) ∃∀/∀o∀ (6) ∀∃&∀∀o (10) ∀∃/∀o∀ (6) ∀∃/∀o∀ (6) ∀∃&∀∀o (10)

∃∀o − (1) ∃∃/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∃∀/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∀∀o (2) − (1) − (1) ∀∀o (2)

∀∀o − (1) ∃∃/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∃∀/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∀∀o (2) − (1) − (1) ∀∀o (2)

∀o∃ − (1) ∃∃/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∃∀/∀∀o (3) − (1) ∀∀o (2) − (1) − (1) ∀∀o (2)

∀o∀ ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀ (7) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∀&∀o∀ (7) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀o (9) ∀o∀ (8) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀o (9)

∀o∀o ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀ (7) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∀&∀o∀ (7) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀o (9) ∀o∀ (8) ∀o∀ (8) ∃∃&∀o∀o (9)
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Figure 3: R1 ∈ {∃∃, ∀∃, ∃∀o, ∀∀o, ∀o∃},
R2 ∈ {∃∃, ∃∀, ∃∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀}. R3 6= ∅
is none of the nine types.
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Figure 4: R1 ∈ {∃∃, ∃∀o, ∀∃, ∀∀o, ∀o∃}
and R2 ∈ {∀∀o, ∀o∀o}. R3 6= ∅ is a ∀∀o-
relation but neither an ∃∃- nor a ∀o∃-
relation.
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Figure 5: R1 ∈ {∀o∀, ∀o∀o} and R2 ∈
{∃∃, ∃∀, ∃∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀}. R3 6= ∅ is a
∀o∀-relation but neither an ∃∃- nor a
∃∀o-relation.

setting can be seen in Figure 2.

Case 1 – R1 ∈ {∃∃, ∀∃, ∃∀o, ∀∀o, ∀o∃} and
R2 ∈ {∃∃, ∃∀, ∃∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀}: In Figure 3, R1 is an
∃∃−, ∀∃−, ∃∀o−, ∀∀o− and a ∀o∃-relation, while R2 is both
an ∃∃−, ∃∀−, ∃∀o−, ∀o∃− and a ∀o∀-relation. This example
gives a counter example that R1 ⊙B R2 will be of any of the
considered nine types unless, as mentioned earlier, R1 = ∅,
R

2 = ∅, or just R1 ◦B R
2 = ∅, in which case R1 ⊙B R2 is

a ∀o∀o-relation; this is easily seen by inspection.

Case 2 – R1 ∈ {∃∃, ∀∃, ∃∀o, ∀∀o, ∀o∃} and
R2 ∈ {∀∀o, ∀o∀o}: Let x ∈ A, and assume x (R1 ◦B R

2) z
for an arbitrar z. I.e. there is a y ∈ B, such that xR1y
and yR2z. According to the ∀∀o- or ∀o∀o-property of R2,
necessarily z ∈ C, i.e. R3 is a ∀∀o-relation. Figure 4 shows
that in general, R3 cannot be a ∃∃- nor a ∀o∃-relation either.
Accordingly, it cannot be of any more expressive type, nor
can it be of any other type, that cannot be compared via the
ordering among types. Thus it is far to say that in general,
R3 is at most a ∀∀o-relation.

Case 3 – R1 ∈ {∀o∃, ∃∀o, ∀∀o} and R2 ∈ {∀∃, ∀∀}:
Either there exists an x ∈ A and a z s.t. xR3z, or for all
x ∈ A and all z, ¬(xR3z) holds. In the first case, there exists
y ∈ B s.t. xR1y and yR2z, which in the case where R2 is
a ∀K-relation gives that Kz′ ∈ C (yR2z′), i.e. R3 is an
∃K-relation. In the latter case, ∀x ∈ A ∀z (xR3z → z ∈ C)

is true, i.e. R3 is a ∀∀o-relation.

It should be noted, however, that this is not the only
way of "dividing" the cases. It is also the case that either
∀x ∈ A ∃y ∈ B (xR1y) or (∃x ∈ A ∀y ∈ B (¬(xR1y)),
which leads to the conclusion, that either R3 is a ∀K-relation
or a ∃∀o-relation.

Case 4 – R1 ∈ {∃∃, ∀∃} and R2 ∈ {∀∃, ∀∀} : As-
sume R1 is a H∃-relation. If H = ∃, we let x ∈ A satisfy
the ∃∃-property of R1. If H = ∀, we let x ∈ A be arbitrary.
Since R1 is an H∃-relation, there exists an y ∈ B, such
that xR1y. Since R2 is an ∀K-relation, we know that the
defining ∀K-property of R2 is met by y, i.e.:

• If K = ∃: This means that there exists a z in C such that
yR2z, and thus by definition x(R1 ◦B R

2)z. Therefore,
if x was given, the exists x ∈ A and z ∈ C such that
x(R1 ◦B R

2)z. If x was arbitrary it would be a ∀∃-
relation, i.e. an H∃-relation.

• If K = ∀: Similarly this means that for any z in C,
yR2z. Thus x(R1 ◦B R

2)z for all z ∈ C.

Case 5 – R1 ∈ {∃∀, ∀∀} and R2 ∈ {∃∃, ∃∀, ∀∃, ∀∀} : As-
sume R1 is a H∀-relation and R2 is a JK-relation. If H = ∀,
we let x ∈ A be arbitrary, and if H = ∃ we let x be such that
∀y ∈ B(xR1y). Likewise, we let y ∈ B be arbitrary if J = ∀
and otherwise we let y ∈ B be such that Kz ∈ C(yR2z)
is true. From the defining H∀-property of the R1-relation
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we now have that xR1y holds, and from the defining JK-
property of the R2-relation we get that Kz ∈ C (yR2z).
That is, we have that

Hx ∈ A (∃y ∈ B (Kz ∈ C (yR2z)) ∧ xR1y). (2)

When K = ∃ we get that

∃y ∈ B (∃z (z ∈ C ∧ yR2z) ∧ xR1y)

≡ ∃z ∈ C (∃y ∈ B (x(R1 ◦B R
2z))

I.e. we now have that A(R1 ⊙B R2)H∃C.
On the other hand, if K = ∀ we get that

∃y ∈ B (∀z ∈ C (yR2z)) ∧ xR1y

≡ ∃y ∈ B ∀z ((z /∈ C ∨ yR2z) ∧ xR1y)
∗
⇒ ∀z ∃y ∈ B ((z /∈ C ∨ yR2z) ∧ xR1y)

⇒ ∀z ∃y ∈ B (z /∈ C ∨ (yR2z ∧ xR1y))

≡ ∀z (z /∈ C ∨ ∃y ∈ B (yR2z ∧ xR1y))

≡ ∀z ∈ C (x(R1 ◦B R
2y))

where ∗ is true since in general ∃y ∀z f(y, z) implies
∀z ∃y f(y, z). Therefore we now have that (2) implies that
Hx ∈ A (∀z ∈ C (x(R1 ◦R2)z)), that is, A(R1⊙R2)H∀C.

In both cases we have that R1 ⊙R2 is a HK-relation.

Case 6 – R1 ∈ {∃∀, ∀∀} and R2 ∈ {∃∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀} :
Either ∃z ∈ C ∃x (xR3z), or ∀z ∈ Z ∀x (¬(xR3z)).
The first case gives there is a y ∈ B s.t. xR1y and yR2z.
Since R1 is an H∀ -relation, Hx′ ∈ A (x′

R
1y) holds,

i.e. R3 is a H∃- relation . In the latter case, we have that
∀z ∈ C ∀x (xR3z → x ∈ A), i.e. R3 is a ∀o∀-relation.

Case 7 – R1 ∈ {∀o∀, ∀o∀o} and R2 ∈ {∀∃, ∀∀} : For
all x and z, if xR3z, there exists y ∈ B s.t. xR1y and
yR2z. Since R1 is a ∀o∀, x ∈ A. Thus, for all z ∈ C, if
xR3z, x ∈ A holds. Thus R3 is an ∀o∀-relation. Given that
R2 is a ∀K-relation, we also have that if xR1y and yR2z,
Kz′ ∈ C (yR2z′), i.e. R3 is a ∃K-relation.

Case 8 – R1 ∈ {∀o∀, ∀o∀o} and R2 ∈
{∃∃, ∃∀, ∃∀o, ∀o∃, ∀o∀}: For all x and z, if xR1y and
yR2z for a y ∈ B, then since R1 is a ∀o∀, x ∈ A. Thus, for
all z ∈ C, if xR3z, x ∈ A holds, and R3 is an ∀o∀-relation.
Figure 5 show that in general, R3 cannot be an ∃∃- nor a
∃∀o-relation.

Case 9 – R1 ∈ {∀o∀, ∀o∀o} and R2 ∈ {∀∀o, ∀o∀o} :
Assume xR3z. Then there exists y ∈ B s.t. xR1y and
yR2z. Since R1 is a ∀o∀- or ∀o∀o-relation, x ∈ A, and since
R2 is a ∀∀o, z ∈ C. That is, R3 is a ∀o∀o-relation. Since
R3 6= ∅, there exists x and z such that xR3z, and from the
above x ∈ A and z ∈ C, i.e. R3 is a ∃∃-relation too.

Case 10 – R1 ∈ {∃∀, ∀∀} and R2 ∈ {∀∀o, ∀o∀o}:
Since R3 6= ∅, there exists x, z and a y ∈ B such that xR1y
and yR2z. Since R2 is a ∀∀o- or a ∀o∀o-relation, necessarily
z ∈ C. Since R1 is a H∀-relation, Hx′ ∈ A (x′

Ry), i.e.
Hx′ ∈ A ∃z ∈ C (x′

R
3z), that is, R3 is a H∃-relation.

Likewise, if x ∈ A and xR3z, then the defining ∀∀o-
or ∀o∀o-property of R2 gives that z ∈ C, i.e. R3 is a
∀∀o-relation, too.

5 Conclusion

In this study we present the notion of compositions of relation
among classes. We present why class-relations are important
within knowledge representation and reasoning and discuss
the different level of knowledge they represent.

Finally, we present the possible obtainable compositions
and discuss the cases where a composition cannot lead to a
logical deduction.
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Abstract

We generalizethe main notions ofFormal Concept
Analysis withtheideasof the semanticprobabilis-
tic inference.We demonstrate that understandard
restrictions, our definitions completely correspond
to the original notions ofFormal ConceptAnalysis.
From the point of view of applications,wepropose
amethod of recovering concepts in formal contexts
in presenceof noiseondata.

1 Intr oduction
Assumethat a scientist needsto classify some finite setof
objects with respectto n attributes.Theobjects areobserved
in anumber ofexperiments,where eachof themis assigned a
certainsetof attributes.The resultsof each experiment can be
representedasatable,with rowslabelledby the objectnames,
columnslabelledby the attributenames,andeach cell(i, j)
filled iff object i hasattributej. Having resultsof one partic-
ular experiment itis reasonableto classify the objectsin the
following way: putthose objectsin groupswhichhave acom-
monsetof attributesandnoobject out of thisgrouphas these
attributes. Itis well known that thepairs〈objectset,attribute
set〉of this kind can be naturally ordered and represented in
a convenientway asstudied inFormal ConceptAnalysis[2;
3] (FCA). Now assumethatweknow theresultsof thewhole
bodyof theexperiments andwe would like to build a classi-
ficationof theobjects with respectto thewholecollection of
data.Typically, an objectmayhave someattribute in a num-
ber of experiments andlack this attribute in the remaining
number of them.To copewith this ambiguitywhenbuilding
classifications,weemploy the method ofsemanticprobabilis-
tic inference introduced in[9; 10;11]. In this paper,we gen-
eralizethe standard notion of truth of an implicationon data
by meansof a truthvaluationbasedonaprobabilitymeasure.
We definean analog of theclassificationunit studied inFCA
in termsof fixed points of implicationswhich hold on data
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with respectto thisvaluation.To thebestof our knowledge,
thereareno published papers describingsimilarprobabilistic
approaches.For instance, in[1] themain notions ofFormal
ConceptAnalysis arereformulated intermsof a probability
logic, but their definitionsarenot generalized in thescopeof
FCA. By this work, we aim at establishing connections be-
tween Formal ConceptAnalysisand the method ofsemantic
probabilistic inference.Thecontribution of this paperis the
generalization of thekey notions ofFCA in termsof these-
manticprobabilistic inference.

2 Preliminaries
Let us start with basicdefinitions andresultsfrom Formal
ConceptAnalysis.

Definition 1. A formal context is a triple (G, M, I), where
G andM are setsandI ⊆ G × M is a relation between the
elementsof G andM. The elementsof G are called objects
andtheelementsof M arecalled attributesof the context. We
call a context finite if G andM arefinitesets.

For brevity,we omit theword “formal” andcall the triples
(G, M, I) from the definition above contexts. Every context
can be naturally represented ina tabular form,asnoted in the
introduction.Foracontext(G, M, I), wedefinethe operation
′ on thesubsetsA ⊆ G andB ⊆ M asfollows:

A′ = {m ∈ M |∀ g ∈ A (g,m) ∈ I},
B′ = {g ∈ G |∀ m ∈ B (g,m) ∈ I}.

For g ∈ G, theset{g}′ will be abbreviatedby the notationg′.

Definition 2. A concept in context (G, M, I) is a pair (A,B)
with A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M, A′ = B, andB′ = A. Theset A is
called theextentandB the intent of the concept(A,B).

In fact, a conceptcan be viewed as the classificationunit
whichgroupsobjectsand attributesof acontext.

Definition 3. A (partial) order 6 on conceptsis definedas
follows: if (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) are concepts ofa context
then (A1, B1) 6 (A2, B2) if A1 ⊆ A2 (or, equivalently, if
B2 ⊆ B1).

Theorem. Therelation 6 inducesa completelattice on the
setof concepts of a context, with theinfimumandsupremum
of subsetsgiven,respectively, by:

∧

j∈J

(Aj , Bj) = ( ∩
j∈J

Aj , ( ∪
j∈J

Bj)
′′)
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j∈J

(Aj , Bj) = (( ∪
j∈J

Aj)
′′, ∩

j∈J
Bj).

Theprocedures of computing thecompleteconceptlattice
for agivenfinite context[7; 8] areone of thebasicalgorithms
in Formal ConceptAnalysis. In fact, they providea classifi-
cation ofobjectsof a contextwith respectto their attributes
and allow for findingall possibleclasses.

If K = (G, M, I) is a context,we may speakabout the
truth of the followingstatementson K: “all objectshaving
attributesetB1 ⊆ M also have attributesB2 ⊆ M ”. As
all properties ofa contextarein some sense symmetric with
respectto the setsG andM , we can formulate the similar
statementsaboutsubsetsof G: “all attributeshaving theset
A1 ⊆ G astheir objects alsohave thesetA2 ⊆ G”. W.l.o.g.
weconsider thestatementsonly of thefirst kind. In fact, they
define amonotone operator, an implication,on the boolean
algebra ofsubsetsof M . If a contextK is finite, then clearly
thesetof all such statementstrueonK is alsofinite.

Let usformalize the notion of an implication trueonacon-
text by the definitions fromChapter 2.3 in[2].

Definition 4. An implication on a setM is an ordered pair
of subsetsA,B ⊆ M denotedasA → B. The setA is called
thepremiseandB the conclusion of the implicationA → B.
A subsetT ⊆ M respectsan implicationA → B if A 6⊆ T
or B ⊆ T . A familyof subsetsof M respectsan implication
A → B if every setof thisfamily respectsA → B.

An implicationA → B holdson acontext K = (G, M, I)
(notationK |= A → B) if A,B ⊆ M andthefamily of sets
{g′ | g ∈ G} respectsA → B.

The premiseof animplicationA → B is said to befalseon
a context K = (G, M, I) if there isno elementg ∈ G such
that A ⊆ g′. An implicationA → B is calleda tautology if
B ⊆ A.

For a contextK = (G, M, I), we denoteby Imp(K) the
setof all implicationson M which hold on K. It is easyto
verify that the tautologies and thesetof implicationswhose
premise isfalsein K are subsetsof Imp(K). When ambigu-
ity doesnot arise,we will use thesamesymbol|= to denote
thata setor a family of sets respectsan implication.

Every family L of implications on a setM definesthe
monotone operatorfL : 2M → 2M givenby

fL(X) = X ∪ {B | A → B ∈ L, A ⊆ X}.

Clearly, foreachX ⊆ M , it holdsfL(X) = X ⇔X |= L.

Remark 1. Let L be a family of implicationson a setM .
Thenfor each X ⊆ M , there existsa minimal setY ⊆ M
such thatX ⊆ Y andfL(Y ) = Y .

Therefore, any family L of implicationsona setM defines
the operator̄fL : 2M → 2M which for every X ⊆ M gives
the minimalsubsetY ⊆ M satisfying the conditions of the
remark. Clearly, foreachX ⊆ M , we have fL(X) = X ⇔
f̄L(X) = X.

Remark 2. If K = (G, M, I) is a context andA → B is an
implication on M thenK |= A → B ⇔ ∀m ∈ B (K |=
A → {m}).

In the following,weconsider implications onlyof the form
A → {m} andusethe notationA → m for them.

If K is a context, then for every implicationA → m ∈
Imp(K), thereexists a set{A0 → m ∈ Imp(K) | A0 ⊆
A and for eachA1 ⊆ A, if A1 ⊂ A0 then A1 → m 6∈
Imp(K)}. For a contextK, let usdenoteby MinImp(K)
thesetof all implications of the formA0 → m ∈ Imp(K)
in which thepremiseA0 is minimal in the above mentioned
sense.Wenote that this definitionis avariant of the notion of
a law in [9; 10;11].

Below, wegive aslightly modified formulation of Proposi-
tion 20 from [2] which iscentral forresultsin this paper.
Proposition 1. Let K = (G, M, I) be a context, T ⊆
Imp(K) be thesetof tautologieson M , andF ⊆ Imp(K)
be thesetof implications whosepremise is falseon K. Then
for every subsetB ⊆ M , we have:

1. fMinImp(K)\T (B) = B ⇔ B′′ = B;
2. if B′ 6= ∅ thenfMinImp(K)\{F∪T}(B) = B ⇔ B′′ = B.

It is straightforwardby Definition 2 that for eachcontext
K = (G, M, I), a subsetB ⊆ M is an intent ofsomecon-
ceptin contextK iff B′′ = B. Therefore,assoonasa con-
text K = (G, M, I) is given, we have the set Imp(K) of
all implicationswhich hold on K and thefixedpoints of the
operatorfMinImp(K)\T : 2M → 2M correspondexactly to
the intents of the concepts ofK. If we omit thesetF of im-
plications fromMinImp(K) \ T whose premise isfalseon
K then thefixed points offMinImp(K)\{F∪T} : 2M → 2M

correspond to the intents of the concepts ofK excluding the
single concept(∅,M). Becausefor eachB ⊆ M , the condi-
tion B′′ 6= M obviously yieldsB′ 6= ∅.

3 Probabilistic concepts on classes of contexts
In Section2, we have defined the notion of truth of an impli-
cationon a given context.Let usnow demonstratehow this
notion can be generalizedwith a truthvaluationwrt a classof
contexts. In thissection, we proceed toideasof the method
of semanticprobabilistic inference in application toFCA. As
described in[9; 10; 11], theregularitieson data(in particu-
lar, implications)areformalized in this methodasuniversal
formulas of thefirst order language ofa countable signature
consisting ofpredicatesand constants. Thus, the standard
notion of implication defined in[2] is far morespecificthan
the concept ofregularity on dataconsidered in thesemantic
probabilistic inference(we note that there have been studied
implications in paperson FCA which alsogo far beyondthe
definitions in [2]). However, in order to show this method
useful in thecaseof FCA, it will be convenient tostaywithin
the standard algebraic definitions.For this reason,we further
presentsomerestriction of the method ofsemanticprobabilis-
tic inference interms common in Formal ConceptAnalysis.
Definition 5. A classof contexts over setsG and M is a
familyK = {(G, M, Ij)}j∈J 6=∅, where for each j ∈ J , the
triple (G, M, Ij) is a context. We usethe notationK(G, M)
for a classK of contextsover setsG andM . A probability
modelof typeI is a pair M = (K(G, M), ρ), where G 6= ∅

and ρ is a probability measureon the setK satisfying the
condition:∀ S1, S2 ⊆ G × M ∀ (G, M, I) ∈ K
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S1 6⊆ I or S2 ⊆ I ⇐⇒ ρ({(G,M, Ij) | S1 ∪ S2 ⊆ Ij}) =
ρ({(G,M, Ij) | S1 ⊆ Ij}).

For a subsetS ⊆ G×M , we call the value of the function
νM(S) = ρ({(G,M, I) ∈ K | S ⊆ I}) the probability of
thesetS onM.

For brevity, in this sectionwe call the pair(K(G, M), ρ)
from the definition above the probability modelor simply,
model.

Let M = (K(G, M), ρ) bea probabilitymodel andA →
m be an implicationonthesetM . An instantiation ofA → m
on the modelM is apair 〈g,A → m〉, whereg ∈ G.

Thevalueof the function

µM(〈g, A → m〉) =















νM( S∪{<g,m>} )
νM(S)

if νM(S) 6= 0,

whereS =
{< g, a >| a ∈ A};

undefined, otherwise

is calledthe probability of the instantiation〈g,A → m〉 on
the modelM.
If M = (K(G, M), ρ) is aprobability model andA → m is
an implicationon thesetM then thevalueof the function

ηM(A → m) =











undefined if ∀g ∈ G
µM(〈g, A → m〉)
is undefined;

infg∈GµM(〈g, A → m〉), otherwise

is calledthe probability of the implicationA → m on the
modelM.

Remark 3. LetM = (K(G, M), ρ) bea probability model
and A → m be an implication on the setM whoseprob-
ability is definedon M. Then ηM(A → m) = 1 iff
∀K ∈ K (A → m ∈ Imp(K)).

Definition 6. LetM = (K(G, M), ρ) bea probability model
andimp(M) be thesetof all thoseimplicationsonM whose
probability is definedon M. We call an implication A →
m ∈ imp(M) a probabilistic law on M, if the following
conditions hold:

• ηM(A → m) 6= 0;

• if A0 → m ∈ imp(M) and A0 ⊂ A thenηM(A0 →
m) < ηM(A → m).

An implicationA → m ∈ imp(M) is calleda maximally
specific probabilistic lawonM if it is a probabilistic law on
M, A 6= {m}, andthere isno probabilistic lawA0 → m on
M such thatA ⊂ A0 andA0 → m is nota tautology.

Remark 4. If an implication is a maximally specific proba-
bilistic law onM then itis nota tautology.

Definition 7. LetM = (K(G, M), ρ) bea probability model
and S(M) be thesetof all maximally specific probabilistic
laws onM. An implication A → m ∈ S(M) is called the
strongest probabilistic lawon M if its probability valueon
M is maximalamong all implicationsB → m ∈ S(M). We
usethe notationD(M) for thesetof all strongest probabilis-
tic lawsonM.

Due to the the minorrestrictionson the functionρ in the
definition of the probability model, theexistenceof the maxi-
mum in thesenseof Definition7 is not guaranteed. Thus, the
existenceof the strongest probabilisticlaws is notguaranteed

either. However, we describe further in thissection a way to
define aprobability model (basedon a finite classof finite
contexts),which givesa largeclassof modelsguaranteeing
theexistenceof such implications.Notethat in general fora
givenm, theremay exist several strongest probabilisticlaws
of the formA → m.

Informally, every implication on a probability model can
beseenasa “prediction” (wrt some measureof truth) of the
fact that eachobject having the attributesfrom the premise
will also have the attribute from the conclusion. Similarly to
Formal ConceptAnalysis (recall Proposition1), implications
in the method ofsemanticprobabilistic inferencearedirectly
related to theprocessof groupingobjectsand attributesinto
classificationunits. If data arerepresentedby a classK of
contexts then the choice of implicationswrt their probability
on a model(K, ρ) becomescentral for generatingclasseson
the basisof the provided data.The definition of a minimal
implication(asgivenby thesetMinImp(K)), probabilistic
law, maximally specificand the strongest probabilisticlaw
areadopted from the corresponding definitions in[9; 10; 11;
13] to thecaseof FCA. Such implications have anumber of
useful theoretical andpracticalproperties whichjustify their
application:

• thesetof all minimal implications whichhold on every
context froma classK gives,in some sense,an axioma-
tization of thisclassof contexts: the implicational theory
of K (restricted to implicationswith non-false premises)
semanticallyfollows from it [9; 11] (the analogue of the
Duquenne-Guigues theoremon implicationbase[4]);

• a probabilistic law excludes the possibility that an at-
tribute in the conclusion can be “predicted” by a proper
subsetof the premise withprobability greater than the
probability of thelaw itself; togetherwith the require-
ment of maximal specificity, this leadsin practiceto
grouping attributes into smaller classes, withgreater
probability;

• it is proved in [9; 10] that in casenegative information
is allowedin implications, thesetof maximallyspecific
probabilisticlawsis consistent(i.e. there can not bea sit-
uationwhenthepresenceandabsenceof some attribute
are“predicted”simultaneously);

• the strongest probabilistic laws leadto assigning an at-
tribute toa class which “predicts”it with maximalprob-
ability; at thesametime, thisdoesnot rule outsituations
whenthe sameattribute can belong to differentclasses
[12];

• the Discovery softwaretool is implementedwhich al-
lows to find the above mentionedtypesof implications
on tabulardataand compute the correspondingobject-
attributeclasses;this software hasprovedsuccessful in
a large number of applications[5; 9;13].

Definition 8. LetM = (K(G, M), ρ) bea probability model
of typeI. A pair of sets(A,B) is calleda probabilistic con-
ceptof a context (G, M, I) ∈ K in modelM if it satifiesthe
following conditions:

• A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M ,
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• fD(M)(B) = B,

• ∃E ⊆ B (f̄D(M)(E) = B andE 6= ∅ 6= E′),

• A =
⋃

{E′ | ∅ 6= E ⊆ B, f̄D(M)(E) = B},

where ′ is the operation in context (G, M, I). The setA is
called theextentandB the intent of theprobabilistic concept
(A,B).

Therefore, givena probability modelM = (K(G, M), ρ),
thesetof thefixed points of the operatorfD(M) restrictsthe
setof all possibleprobabilistic concepts of contexts from the
classK in the modelM.

Theorem 1. Considera context K = (∅ 6= G, M, I) and a
probabilitymodelM = ({K}, ρ). For all non-emptysubsets
A ⊆ G andB ⊆ M , the pair(A,B) is a concept in context
K iff (A,B) is a probabilistic concept of context K in model
M.

Let K = {(∅ 6= G, M, Ij)}j∈J 6=∅ be a finite classcon-
sistingof finite contexts.We now describe anaturalway to
define aprobability model(K, ρ) on the classK. For each
contextK ∈ K, we setρ({K}) = 1/|J | and fora subset
C ⊆ K defineρ(C) =

∑

K∈C
ρ({K}).

Thenρ is a discreteprobabilitymeasureonK and forevery
S ⊆ G × M , we have νM(S) = |J̃ |/|J |, where J̃ is the
maximal subsetof J satisfying the condition∀j ∈ J̃ (S ⊆
Ij). It is easyto verify that (K, ρ) is indeed,a probability
model. We call amodel defined in thisway the frequency
probabilitymodel(of typeI).

Let us illustratethe given definitionsby anexample.

Example 1. Consider thesets G = {g1, g2}, M =
{m1,m2,m3}, and the classK = {(G, M, Ij)}j∈{1,2,3}

consisting ofthreecontextsgiven in the tabularform below.

I1 m1 m2 m3

g1 × ×
g2 ×

I2 m1 m2 m3

g1 × ×
g2 × ×

I3 m1 m2 m3

g1 × ×
g2 × ×

Then the pairs ({g1}, {m1,m2,m3}) and
({g1, g2}, {m1,m2}) are the only probabilistic con-
cepts of context (G, M, I1) in the frequencyprobability
modelM = (K, ρ).

4 Probabilistic concepts ononecontext
In Section3, we have considered the notion ofa probability
model of type I definedon a classof contexts. In fact,ev-
ery classK of contexts whichallows to define aprobability
measure, raises a setof probability modelsand thusdefines
possiblefamiliesof the strongest probabilisticlaws. Basedon
suchimplications,wemade a“prediction” of theexistenceof
attributesfor objectsin anarbitrarychosencontext fromclass
K. Similarly to this approach,we may definethe strongest
probabilisticlawson thebasisof only one given context.For
this,weneed only to slightly modifyDefinition5 of aproba-
bility model.

Definition 9. A probability modelof typeII (a probabilistic
context)is a pair M = (K, ρ), where K = (G, M, I) is a
context andρ is a probabilitymeasureon thesetG satisfying
the condition

∀ B,C ⊆ M (B′ ⊆ C ′ ⇔ ρ((B ∪ C)′) = ρ(B′)).

If B → m is an implicationon thesetM then the value of
the function

ηM(B → m) =

{

ρ((B∪{m})
′
)

ρ(B′)
if ρ(B′) 6= 0

undefined, otherwise

is calledtheprobability ofB → m on themodelM.

For brevity,in this sectionwe call the pair(K, ρ) from the
definition above the probability modelor simply,modeland
usethe notationK(G, M) for a contextK over the set of
objectsG and thesetof attributesM .

For a finite context K = (∅ 6= G, M, I), a modelM =
(K, ρ) is called afrequencyprobability model(of type II) if
the functionρ is definedasρ({g}) = 1/|G| for every g ∈ G
andρ(A) =

∑

g∈A ρ({g}) for each subsetA ⊆ G. We have
∀B ⊆ M (ρ(B′) = |B′|/|G|). Note that M is indeed,a
model,sincefor all subsetsB,C ⊆ M it holds thatB′ ⊆
C ′ ⇔ (B ∪ C)′ = B′ ⇔ |(B ∪ C)′| = |B′|.

Remark 5. If M = (K(G, M), ρ) is a probability model
andB → m is an implicationon M thenηM(B → m) = 1
iff B → m ∈ Imp(K) andB′ 6= ∅ (where ′ is theoperation
in context K).

Let us definethe notions ofa probabilisticlaw, maximally
specificprobabilistic law, and the strongest probabilisticlaw
on a model of type II in full accordancewith Definitions6
and 7. In the following,we usethesamenotationD(M) as
in Section3 for thesetof all strongest probabilistic lawsona
modelM of typeII.

Proposition 2. Let M = (K(G, M), ρ) be a probability
modelandS ⊆ Imp(K) be thesetof all tautologieson M
and all the implications whosepremise is falseon K. Then
we haveMinImp(K) \ S ⊆ D(M).

Definition 10. Let M = (K(G, M), ρ) be a probability
modelof typeII. A pair of sets(A,B) is calleda probabilistic
concept inmodelM (a concept inprobabilistic context M)
if it satisfiesthe conditions of Definition 8.

Let M = (K, ρ) be a modelwith K = (G, M, I). Con-
siderthe contextK = (G, M, Ī), whereĪ = {< g,m > |
g ∈ G, m ∈ f̄D(M)(g

′)}, ′ is the operation in theK. In other
words,we have I ⊆ Ī and the relation̄I is obtained fromI
by adding thepairs< g,m > “predicted” by the implica-
tions inD(M). To clarify the connectionbetweenthe con-
ceptsin contextK and probabilistic concepts in modelM,
we need to note that the followingstatement isfalsein both
directions:for all non-emptysubsetsA ⊆ G andB ⊆ M , the
pair (A,B) is a probabilisticconcept inmodelM iff (A,B)
is a concept in context K.

Nevertheless,the following propertyis guaranteedwhich
characterizesthe connectionbetweenconcepts ina context
K and probabilistic concepts in the modelM = (K, ρ).

Theorem 2. Everyprobability modelM = (K(G, M), ρ)
has the followingproperties:
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1. for each concept(A,B) in context K with A 6= ∅ 6= B,
there exists a probabilistic concept(A1, B1) in model
M such thatA ⊆ A1 andB ⊆ B1;

2. if (A1, B1) is a probabilistic concept inmodelM then
there exists a concept(A,B) in context K with ∅ 6=
A ⊆ A1 and∅ 6= B ⊆ B1. Moreover, thesetA1 is the
union of theextentsof someof theseconcepts.

Due to space limitations, we are unable to pro-
vide here schemasof computation procedures for find-
ing the set of probabilistic laws and probabilistic con-
cepts on a given frequency probability model M =
(K, ρ). The algorithms, proofs, andexperimental re-
sults will be given in the full version of the paperat
http://www.iis.nsk.su/persons/ponom/papers/

5 Conclusions
It easyto note fromDefinition 5 and 9 that thedistinction
betweenthe probability model of type I and IIis rather sub-
tle. In particular, foreachmodelM2 = (K, ρ2) of type II
with K = (∅ 6= G, M, I), it is possibleto define amodel
M1 = (K, ρ1) of type I suchthat D(M1) = D(M2). It
sufficesto setK = {Kg | g ∈ G, Kg = ({h},M, Ig), Ig =
{< h,m >|< g,m >∈ I}} anddefine∀ C ⊆ K ρ1(C) =
ρ2({g | Kg ∈ C}). Then for every implication B →
m on M , we have ηM1

(B → m) = µM1
(〈h,B →

m〉) =
ρ1({Kg|{<h,n>|n∈B∪{m}}⊆Ig})

ρ1({Kg|{<h,n>|n∈B}⊆Ig})
= ρ2((B∪{m})

′
)

ρ2(B′)
and

thusηM1
(B → m) = ηM2

(B → m) which clearly, yields
D(M1) = D(M2). However, it is important inpracticeto
makea distinctionbetweenthe analysisof datarepresented
by a classof contexts and analysis of dataon the basisof a
single givencontext. In thefirst case,we have aproblem of
classificationof objects which areobserved ina number of
experiments inwhich every objectis assigned acertainsetof
attributes. In thesecond case,the classificationof objects is
basedonasingle contextwhichrepresents thewholebodyof
experimentaldataontheseobjects.A context uniquely deter-
mines whetheran objecthas aparticular attribute andFormal
ConceptAnalysisprovidestools forbuilding precise classifi-
cation of objectson thebasisof agiven context.On the other
hand,discovering probabilistic laws on a modelover agiven
context allows to obtainclassificationunitswhich are stable
with respectto noise.

Preliminaryexperiments evidence that thenoiseof a cer-
tain level doesnot change thesetof concepts inacontext, i.e.
the setof conceptswith a non-emptyextent and intent ina
given context is equal to thesetof probabilistic concepts in
a new context obtainedby addingnoiseinto the initial one.
Thereexist typesof noise (aformal definitionis given in[9])
suchthat any level of a noiseof this kind doesnot change
thesetof concepts ina context;such noise is calledconcept
preserving[9]. This raisesthe problem of characterization of
these typesof noise.

In the definitions of implications and probabilistic laws in
this paper, the notion of negation was not present.Due to
this, the formulation of Theorem2 appeared to beweaker
thanexpected.This is becausethe negationwasnot present
in the fundamentals ofFormal ConceptAnalysis and we

aimed atgiving themost simplegeneralization of thebasic
notions of this method.The generalization of FCA according
to the given ideas will allow to formalize the notions of
“natural classification” and “idealization” as defined in
[9]. The semanticprobabilistic inferencewhich is central
in the definitions of probabilistic conceptshas been first
introduced for first order logic and provides a method
for discovering rather complicatedregularities on data in
comparison tothoseconsidered in this paper.Moreover,
in the relational approach described inmonographs[5;
9], it is argued that the formalization ofregularities in the
language offirst order logic is essentialfor analyzing the
whole body of information contained in data. Some exam-
ples of such regularitiesare given at the Web page[13] at
http://math.nsc.ru/AP/ScientificDiscovery/pages/Examplesof
rules.html
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Abstract

We study a logic-based approach to versioning of
ontologies. Under this view, ontologies provide an-
swers to queries about some vocabulary of interest.
The difference between two versions of an ontology
is given by the set of queries that receive different
answers. We investigate this approach for termi-
nologies given in the description logic EL extended
with role inclusions and range restrictions for three
distinct types of queries: subsumption, instance,
and conjunctive queries. We present an implemen-
tation, CEX2, that computes finite representations
of the respective difference between terminologies.

1 Introduction

Terminologies are lightweight ontologies that are used to pro-
vide a common vocabulary for a domain of interest together
with descriptions of the meaning of terms built from the vo-
cabulary and relationships between them. They are being
used in areas such as medical informatics, bio-informatics,
and the semantic web to capture domain semantics and pro-
mote interoperability. Terminologies are often large and
complex. For example, the widely used medical terminol-
ogy SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine
Clinical Terms) contains more than 300 000 term defini-
tions [(IHTSDO), 2008]. Another example is the National
Cancer Institute ontology (NCI) consisting of more than
60 000 axioms [Golbeck et al., 2003]. Engineering, maintain-
ing, and using such terminologies is a complex and laborious
task, which is practically unfeasible without appropriate tool
support. In this contribution, we focus on a principled logic-
based approach to support for terminology versioning.

Dealing with multiple versions of the same information
unit is nothing new in computing, and version control is a well
established computer technology. Although modern version
control systems provide a range of operations including sup-
port for collaborative development, branching, merging, etc.,
these operations extend and rely on the basic operations of
detecting and representing the differences between versions.
In this paper, we focus on this basic problem of versioning.

The need for versioning support is recognised by the on-
tology research community and ontology users, and a large
number of approaches and tools have been developed. In our

review of currently existing support for ontology versioning,
we distinguish three approaches and describe them according
to the difference between ontologies they compute:

1. versioning based on syntactic difference (syntactic diff);

2. versioning based on structural difference (structural
diff);

3. versioning based on logical difference (logical diff).

The syntactic diff underlies most existing version control sys-
tems used in software development [Conradi and Westfech-
tel, 1998] (such as, for example, RCS, CVS, SCCS). It works
with text files and represents the difference between versions
as blocks of text present in one version but not another, ignor-
ing any meta-information about the document. As observed
already in [Noy and Musen, 2002], ontology versioning can-
not rely on a purely syntactic diff operation since many syn-
tactic differences (e.g., the order of ontology axioms) do not
affect the semantics of ontologies. Therefore, ontology ver-
sioning based on syntactic difference is essentially limited to
comparing rather informal change logs [Oliver et al., 1999].

The structural diff extends the syntactic diff by taking into
account some structural meta-information about the distinct
versions of the ontologies compared. It has been suggested
for dealing with structured and hierarchical documents such
as UML diagrams, database schemas, or XML documents
(see e.g. [Ohst et al., 2003] and references within). For on-
tologies, the main characteristic of the structural diff is that
it regards them as structured objects, such as an is-a taxon-
omy [Noy and Musen, 2002], a set of RDF triplets [Klein
et al., 2002], or a set of class defining axioms [Redmond
et al., 2008; Jimnez-Ruiz et al., 2011]. Changes to ontolo-
gies are mostly described in terms of structural operations,
for example, adding or deleting a class, extending a class,
renaming slots, moving a class from one place in the hierar-
chy to another, adding or deleting an axiom, class renaming,
etc.; sometimes basic logical properties of ontologies, e.g.,
the equivalence of different structural forms of concepts, are
also taken into account [Jimnez-Ruiz et al., 2011]. Ontology
versioning based on structural diff of some form is available
in most current ontology editors and ontology management
systems either natively or through plugins [Noy and Musen,
2002; Klein et al., 2002; Jimnez-Ruiz et al., 2011].

Though very helpful, the structural diff still has the defi-
ciency of having no unambiguous semantic foundation and
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being syntax dependent. Moreover, it is tailored towards ap-
plications of ontologies which are based on the induced con-
cept hierarchy (or some mild extension of it), but does not
capture modern applications such as ontology based data ac-
cess (OBDA) [Poggi et al., 2008; Lutz et al., 2009] in which
ontologies are used to provide a user-oriented view of the data
and make it accessible via queries formulated solely in the
language of the ontology without any knowledge of the ac-
tual structure of the data.

The logical diff has only recently been introduced in
[Konev et al., 2008; Kontchakov et al., 2010] and completely
abstracts from the representation of the ontology. Here, an
ontology is regarded as a set of axioms formulated in a logical
language with a formal and unambiguous semantics. Under
this view, ontologies provide answers to queries about some
vocabulary of interest. Typical queries include subsumption
between concepts and, if the ontology is used to access in-
stance data, instance checking and conjunctive query answer-
ing. The logical diff is motivated by this view. If two versions
of an ontology give the same answers to a class of queries
relevant to an application domain, they may be deemed to
have no difference regardless of their syntactic or structural
form; and queries producing different answers from the ver-
sions may be considered as a characterisation of the differ-
ence itself. In this way one can, for example, define exactly
the differences visible when querying instance data or exactly
the differences expressed by subsumptions between concepts.

To make this approach work in practice, at least two prob-
lems have to be solved:

• For many ontology languages and classes of queries the
computational complexity of even detecting if two on-
tology versions differ is at least one exponential harder
than ontology classification and is sometimes undecid-
able [Lutz et al., 2007; Lutz and Wolter, 2010; Grau et
al., 2008].

• If the set of queries producing different answers from
the two versions is not empty, it is typically infinite and,
therefore, cannot be presented to the user as such. Thus,
techniques to succinctly characterise its elements and
present them to the user are required.

The aim of this paper is to provide solutions to these prob-
lems for terminologies given in the description logic ELHr

that extends the description EL underlying the OWL2 EL
profile with role inclusions and domain and range restric-
tions [Baader et al., 2008]. This paper extends the results of
[Konev et al., 2008] for “pure” EL by firstly handling those
language extensions, vital for versioning SNOMED CT and
NCI terminologies, and secondly by developing algorithms
computing the instance- and conjunctive query-based logical
diff. In contrast to EL itself, for the latter there are com-
plex differences that are not visible when only subsumption
queries are considered. We also present an extension, CEX2,
of the CEX system introduced in [Konev et al., 2008] for
computing the logical difference between EL terminologies
and a plugin for Protégé. CEX2 also extends the functional-
ity of the OwlDiff plugin [Křemen et al., ], which implements
the algorithms from [Konev et al., 2008] and does not cover
ELHr nor instance differences.

Concept Translation Inclusion Translation

⊤ x = x C ⊑ D ∀x (C♯
(x) → D♯

(x))
A A(x) C ≡ D ∀x (C♯

(x) ↔ D♯
(x))

C ⊓D C♯
(x) ∧D♯

(x) r ⊑ s ∀xy (r(x, y) → s(x, y))
∃r.C ∃y (r(x, y) ∧ C♯

(y))
dom(r) ∃y (r(x, y))
ran(r) ∃y (r(y, x))

Figure 1: Standard Translation

2 Preliminaries

Let NC, NR, and NI be countably infinite and mutually disjoint
sets of concept names, role names, and individual names. EL-
concepts C are built according to the rule

C := A | ⊤ | C ⊓D | ∃r.C,

where A ∈ NC, r ∈ NR, and C,D range over EL-concepts.
The set of ELHr-inclusions consists of concept inclusions
C ⊑ D and concept equations C ≡ D, domain restrictions
dom(r) ⊑ C, range restrictions ran(r) ⊑ C and role inclu-
sions r ⊑ s, where C,D are EL-concepts and r, s ∈ NR.
An ELHr-TBox T is a finite set of ELHr-inclusions. An
ELHr-TBox is called an ELHr-terminology if all its concept
inclusions and equations are of the form A ⊑ C and A ≡ C
and no concept name occurs more than once on the left hand
side.

In description logic, instance data are represented by ABox
assertions of the form A(a) and r(a, b), where a, b ∈ NI,
A ∈ NC, and r ∈ NR. An ABox is a finite set of ABox-
assertions. By obj(A) we denote the set of individual names
in A. A knowledge base (KB) is a pair (T ,A) consisting of
a TBox T and an ABox A. Assertions of the form C(a) and
r(a, b), where a, b ∈ NI, C an EL-concept, and r ∈ NR,
are called instance assertions. To define the semantics of
ELHr we make use of the fact that ELHr expressions can
be regarded as formulas in FO, where FO denotes the set of
first-order predicate logic formulas with equality using unary
predicates in NC, binary predicates in NR, and constants from
NI; see Figure 1. In what follows, we will not distinguish be-
tween ELHr expressions and their translation into FO and re-
gard TBoxes, ABoxes and KBs as finite subsets of FO. Thus,
we use T |= ϕ to denote that ϕ follows from T in first-
order logic even if ϕ is an ELHr-inclusion and T a subset
of FO. FO (and, therefore, ELHr) is interpreted in models
I = (∆I , ·I), where the domain ∆I is a non-empty set, and
·I is a function mapping each concept name A to a subset AI

of ∆I , each role name r to a binary relation rI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I ,
and each individual name a to an element aI ∈ ∆I .

The most important ways of querying ELHr-TBoxes and
KBs are

• subsumption: check whether T |= α, for an ELHr-
inclusion α and TBox T ,

• instance checking: check whether (T ,A) |= α for an
instance assertion α and KB (T ,A), and

• conjunctive query answering.

To define latter, call a first-order formula q(~x) a conjunctive
query if it is of the form ∃~yψ(~x, ~y), where ψ is a conjunction
of expressions A(t) and r(t1, t2) with t, t1, t2 drawn from NI

and the sequences of variables ~x and ~y. If ~x has length k,
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then a sequence ~a of elements of obj(A) of length k is called
a certain answer to q(~x) of a KB (T ,A) if (T ,A) |= q(~a).

3 Logical Difference

In this section, we introduce three notions of logical dif-
ference between TBoxes and the derived notion of Σ-
inseparability. Intuitively, the logical difference between two
TBoxes T1 and T2 should be the set of all ‘relevant formulas’
ϕ such that T1 |= ϕ and T2 6|= ϕ or vice versa. Of course,
which formulas ϕ are relevant depends on the application
domain. In many applications only subsumptions between
concepts are relevant, but if TBoxes are employed to access
instance data, then answers to instance or even conjunctive
queries can be relevant as well. In addition, in applications
of large-scale terminologies such as SNOMED CT and NCI
only a very small subset of the vocabulary of the terminology
is relevant. Thus, a meaningful notion of logical difference
should take into account only those formulas that are given in
a certain signature of interest, where a signature Σ is a subset
of NC ∪ NR. Given a concept, role, concept inclusion, TBox,
ABox, FO-sentence, set of FO-sentences E, we denote by
sig(E) the signature of E, that is, the set of concept and role
names occurring in it. We use the term ELHr

Σ
-inclusion (Σ-

ABox, Σ-query, etc.) to denote ELHr-inclusions (ABoxes,
queries, etc.) whose signature is contained in Σ.

The first notion of logical difference we introduce corre-
sponds to applications in which only subsumptions are rele-
vant.

Definition 1 (Σ-concept difference). The Σ-concept dif-
ference between ELHr TBoxes T1 and T2 is the set
cDiffΣ(T1, T2) of all ELHr

Σ
-inclusions α such that T1 |=

α and T2 6|= α. We say that T1 and T2 are Σ-concept
inseparable, in symbols T1 ≡C

Σ
T2, if cDiffΣ(T1, T2) =

cDiffΣ(T2, T1) = ∅.

Σ-concept inseparability between T1 and T2 means that
T1 can be replaced by T2 in any application that is only
concerned with ELHr

Σ
-inclusions. As the following exam-

ple shows, however, Σ-concept inseparable terminologies can
give different answers for the same instance query and data.

Example 2. Let T1 = {ran(r) ⊑ A1, ran(s) ⊑ A2, B ≡
A1 ⊓ A2}, T2 = ∅,Σ = {r, s, B}. One can show that T1 and
T2 are Σ-concept inseparable. However, for the Σ-ABox A =
{r(a0, b), s(a1, b)} we have (T1,A) |= B(b) but (T2,A) 6|=
B(b).

To take into account the differences between TBoxes that are
relevant if TBoxes are used to access instance data, we con-
sider the Σ-instance difference:

Definition 3 (Σ-instance difference). The Σ-instance differ-
ence between TBoxes T1 and T2 is the set iDiffΣ(T1, T2) of
pairs of the form (A, α), where A is a Σ-ABox and α is Σ-
instance assertion such that (T1,A) |= α and (T2,A) 6|= α.
We say that T1 and T2 are Σ-instance inseparable, in symbols
T1 ≡i

Σ
T2, if iDiffΣ(T1, T2) = iDiffΣ(T2, T1) = ∅.

In contrast to ELHr, it has been shown in [Lutz and Wolter,
2010] that for EL-TBoxes there is no difference between Σ-
concept inseparability and Σ-instance inseparability:

Theorem 4 (Lutz and Wolter, 2010). Let T1 and T2 be EL-
TBoxes and Σ a signature. Then T1 ≡C

Σ
T2 iff T1 ≡i

Σ
T2.

Sometimes, instance queries are not sufficiently expressive,
and conjunctive queries are employed. In that case, the fol-
lowing notion of difference is appropriate.

Definition 5 (Σ-query-difference). The Σ-query difference
between TBoxes T1 and T2 is the set qDiffΣ(T1, T2) of pairs
of the form (A, q(~a)), where A is a Σ-ABox, and q(~x) a Σ-
conjunctive query, and ~a a tuple of individual names in A
such that (T1,A) |= q(~a) and (T2,A) 6|= q(~a).
T1 and T2 are Σ-query inseparable, in symbols T1 ≡q

Σ
T ,

if qDiffΣ(T1, T2) = qDiffΣ(T2, T1) = ∅.

As observed in [Lutz and Wolter, 2010] already, even for EL
Σ-instance inseparability does not imply Σ-query insepara-
bility. The following is a simple example.

Example 6. Let T1 = {A ⊑ ∃r.B}, T2 = ∅,Σ = {A,B}.
Then T1 and T2 are Σ-instance inseparable, but they are not
Σ-query inseparable. Consider the Σ-ABox A = {A(a)} and
the Σ-query q = ∃xB(x). Then (T1,A) |= q but (T2,A) 6|=
q.

It is shown in [Lutz and Wolter, 2010] that Example 6 is es-
sentially the only situation in which there is a difference be-
tween Σ-instance inseparability and Σ-query inseparability in
EL: the two notions become equivalent for EL if the univer-
sal role is admitted in instance queries (e.g., the conjunctive
query ∃xB(x) corresponds to the instance query ∃u.B(a) for
the universal role u). In contrast, for ELHr there are more
subtle differences between the instance and the query case.

Example 7. Let T1 = {A ⊑ ∃s.⊤, s ⊑ r1, s ⊑ r2}, T2 =
{A ⊑ ∃r1.⊤ ⊓ ∃r2.⊤},Σ = {A, r1, r2}. Then T1 and T2
are Σ-concept and Σ-instance inseparable, but they are not
Σ-query inseparable. To show the latter, let A = {A(a)}
and let q = ∃x(r1(a, x) ∧ r2(a, x)). Then (T1,A) |= q but
(T2,A) 6|= q.

Note that one can easily show for all ELHr terminologies T1
and T2 and all signatures Σ:

T1 ≡q
Σ
T2 ⇒ T1 ≡i

Σ
T2 ⇒ T1 ≡C

Σ
T2.

Having introduced the three notions of logical difference we
are interested in, we now face two problems: how to detect
whether there is a difference between ELHr terminologies
and, if so, how to represent the differences.

4 Σ-Concept Difference

We start with the concept difference. The following lemma
states that for any ϕ ∈ cDiffΣ(T1, T2) one can find a “primi-
tive” representative ϕ′ ∈ cDiffΣ(T1, T2) of ϕ.

Lemma 8. Let T1 and T2 be ELHr-terminologies and Σ
a signature. If ϕ ∈ cDiffΣ(T1, T2), then either there exist
{r, s} ⊆ sig(ϕ) with r ⊑ s ∈ cDiffΣ(T1, T2) or one of

(i) C ⊑ A or A ⊑ D

(ii) ∃r.C ⊑ ∃r.A

(iii) dom(r) ⊑ D or ran(r) ⊑ D

is a member of cDiffΣ(T1, T2), where r ∈ sig(ϕ), A ∈ sig(ϕ)
is a concept name and C, D are EL concepts occurring in ϕ;
the size of C and D is at most exponential in T1 and T2.
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The bounds on the size of C and D are optimal: in Lemma 8,
in the worst case one can only find concepts C and D of ex-
ponential size in T1 and T2. To obtain a finite, uniquely deter-
mined, and high-level representation of the Σ-concept differ-
ence, we call x ∈ Σ a Σ-concept difference witness if either x
is a concept name A satisfying condition (i) or condition (ii);
or x is a role name r satisfying condition (iii). (Σ-differences
of the form r ⊑ s can be easily computed and represented,
and will not be further analysed in this paper.)

Theorem 9. The set of all Σ-concept difference witnesses can
be computed in polynomial time.

Σ-concept difference witnesses can be regarded as represen-
tatives of primitive cDiffΣ(T1, T2) elements. In particular, if
there are no difference witnesses and no role inclusions in
cDiffΣ(T1, T2), then cDiffΣ(T1, T2) = ∅ and we obtain:

Corollary 10. For ELHr, Σ-concept inseparability is decid-
able in polynomial time.

Our proofs of these results extends the Gentzen-style sequent
calculus of [Hofmann, 2005] for EL to ELHr and then em-
ploys the extension to analyse derivations in ELHr.

5 Data-Observable Differences

As we have seen above, there are differences between TBoxes
that are visible using ABoxes but not visible using ELHr-
inclusions. The following result shows how one can represent
the additional members of the Σ-instance difference.

Lemma 11. If (A, α)) ∈ iDiffΣ(T1, T2), then

• ϕ ∈ cDiffΣ(T1, T2), for some ELHr-inclusion ϕ such
that sig(ϕ) ⊆ sig(A) ∪ sig(α) or

• (A′, A(b)) ∈ iDiffΣ(T1, T2), for some concept name
A ∈ sig(α), A′ ⊆ A of polynomial size in T1 and T2
and some b ∈ obj(A′).

Similarly to the Σ-concept difference case, call a concept
name A ∈ Σ satisfying Point 2 of Lemma 11 for some ABox
A′ a Σ-instance difference witness.

Theorem 12. The set of all Σ-instance difference witnesses
can be computed in polynomial time. In particular, for ELHr,
Σ-instance inseparability is decidable in polynomial time.

Note that, in addition, for any Σ-instance difference wit-
ness A, one can compute in polynomial time some A′ with
(A′, A(b)) ∈ iDiffΣ(T1, T2), for some b.

The following lemma shows how one can represent mem-
bers of the Σ-query difference that are not members of the
Σ-instance difference.

Lemma 13. If (A, q(~a)) ∈ qDiffΣ(T1, T2), then

• (A, α) ∈ iDiffΣ(T1, T2), for some instance assertion α
with sig(α) ⊆ sig(q) or

• (A′, q′(b)) ∈ qDiffΣ(T1, T2), for some ABox A′ of car-
dinality at most two and sig(A′) ⊆ sig(A), conjunctive
query q′(x) with sig(q′) ⊆ sig(q) and b ∈ obj(A′).

Call an ABox A′ satisfying Point 2 of Lemma 13 for some
conjunctive query q′(b) a Σ-query difference witness.

Theorem 14. The set of all Σ-query difference witnesses can
be computed in polynomial time. In particular, for ELHr,
Σ-query inseparability is decidable in polynomial time.

The proofs of Lemmas 11 and 13 employ model-theoretic
methods and the sequent calculus developed for ELHr.

We close this section with the observation that tractabil-
ity of deciding Σ-inseparability is extremely non-robust un-
der extensions of the language. For example, one can show
that the addition of disjointness assertions A ⊓ B ⊑ ⊥,
A,B concept names, to EL-terminologies makes the three
inseparability notions discussed in this section NP-hard. In-
separability becomes undecidable if general role inclusions
r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn ⊑ r are added to EL terminologies. The com-
plexity of inseparability for simpler conditions on roles (such
as transitivity) is unknown.

6 Systems and Experiments

We have implemented polynomial time algorithms
computing difference witnesses for cDiffΣ(T1, T2) and
iDiffΣ(T1, T2) for ELHr-terminologies in the CEX2 tool1.
CEX2 also computes representatives, in the sense of
Lemmas 8 and 11, of cDiffΣ(T1, T2) and iDiffΣ(T1, T2),
respectively, which are invaluable for understanding the
difference witnesses. Note that CEX2 currently cannot
analyse the Σ-query difference qDiffΣ(T1, T2) between
ELHr-terminologies. CEX2 extends CEX [Konev et al.,
2008], which can only enumerate Σ-concept difference
witnesses for EL terminologies. The performance of CEX2
is similar to that of CEX, for an evaluation of which we refer
the reader to [Konev et al., 2008]. We applied CEX2 to
compare the January 2009 (SM09a) and July 2009 (SM09b)
versions of SNOMED CT. SM09a contains 310013 concept
names and 62 role names, whereas SM09b contains 307693
concept names and the same role names. For our experiments
we used 159 signatures ranging over so called SNOMED CT

subsets used in the UK for the deployment of SNOMED CT in
specific areas.

We illustrate the results on a typical subset called “Spec-
imen Material Type”2. Its signature contains 6510 concept
names shared with SM09b, which we extended with all 62
SNOMED CT role names. The output of CEX2 shows that

(i) cDiffΣ(SM09b,SM09a) = iDiffΣ(SM09b,SM09a);

(ii) there are no differences regarding role inclusions;

(iii) there are 10 concept names A such that there are con-
cept inclusions of the form C ⊑ A contained in the set
cDiffΣ(SM09b,SM09a);

(iv) there are 46 concept names A such that there
are concept inclusions of the form A ⊑ D in
cDiffΣ(SM09b,SM09a).

In Point (iii) and (iv), the longest representatives C, D com-
puted by CEX2 had twelve concept and role name occur-
rences (thus were far smaller than the exponential worst case
suggests). The relatively small number of Σ-concept dif-
ference witnesses allows one to analyse the inclusions from

1Available under an open-source license at http://www.

csc.liv.ac.uk/˜michel/software/cex2/
2Additional experimental results can be found at http://

www.csc.liv.ac.uk/˜michel/arcoe11/
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(1) LaboratoryTest ⊑ LaboratoryProcedure ⊓ EvaluationProcedure

(2) BloodTest ≡ LaboratoryTest ⊓ ∃ roleGroup .∃hasSpecimen .BloodSpecimen

(3) VenipunctureForBloodTest ≡ (∃ roleGroup .∃hasFocus .BloodTest) ⊓ Venipuncture

⊓ (∃ roleGroup .((∃procedureSiteDirect .VenousStructure) ⊓ (∃method .PunctureAction)))

Figure 2: Minimal Axiom Set

cDiffΣ(SM09b,SM09a) computed by CEX2 further. For ex-
ample, to explain and understand why

(∗)
VenipunctureForBloodTest

⊑ ∃roleGroup.∃hasFocus.EvaluationProcedure

is a member of the Σ-difference, we have computed, using
axiom pinpointing [Baader et al., 2007], a minimal set of ax-
ioms from SM09b which entails the concept inclusion above;
the set is shown in Fig. 2. Axioms 2 and 3 are in both termi-
nologies, but SM09a contains

LaboratoryTest ⊑ LaboratoryProcedure

instead of Axiom 1. Concept and role names from Σ are
shaded in gray. It can be seen that the interaction between
Σ-concepts heavily depends on inclusions that are built up
mainly from non-Σ-concepts; actually none of inclusions re-
quired to derive (∗) is a Σ-inclusion.

CEX2 is a text-based tool. In order to make it more acces-
sible to ontology users, a Protégé plugin, LogDiffViz3, was
created, which calls CEX2 and visualises both ontology ver-
sions and the differences as a hierarchical structure. LogDif-
fViz also provides basic axiom pinpointing. The plugin is dis-
tributed as a self-contained Java archive file (JAR) in which
CEX2 is bundled.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a theoretical foundation for ontology ver-
sioning based on the logical diff for ELHr terminologies.
The algorithms have been implemented in the CEX2 tool and
applied to SNOMED CT. We facilitate the use of the CEX2
tool through a Protégé plugin. It would be of interest to ex-
tend the theory and implementation further so as to cover
more expressive role inclusions (e.g., transitive roles).
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Abstract

With the rising need to reuse the existing knowl-
edge when learning Causal Bayesian Networks
(CBNs), the ontologies can supply valuable seman-
tic information to make further interesting discov-
eries with the minimum expected cost and effort. In
this paper, we propose a cyclic approach in which
we make use of the ontology in an interchange-
able way. The first direction involves the integra-
tion of semantic knowledge to anticipate the opti-
mal choice of experimentations via a serendipitous
causal discovery strategy. The second complemen-
tary direction concerns an enrichment process by
which it will be possible to reuse these causal dis-
coveries, support the evolving character of the se-
mantic background and make an ontology evolu-
tion.

1 Introduction

Bayesian networks (BNs), first introduced by Pearl [Pearl,
1988], are compact graphical probabilistic models that are
capable of modeling domains comprising uncertainty. Due
to the Markov equivalence property, when learning the Com-
pleted Partially Directed Acyclic Graph (CPDAG) from ob-
servational data and randomly choosing one possible com-
plete instantiation in the equivalence space, we are not so
sure if that graph reflects the true causal structure. For this
reason, an extension of traditional BNs is introduced, where
each edge is interpreted as a direct causal influence between
a parent node and a child node, relative to the other nodes in
the network [Pearl, 2000].

This paper provides a substantially extended version of our
previous work [Ben Messaoud et al., 2009] in which we intro-
duce the preliminary findings for integrating a semantic dis-
tance calculus to choose the appropriate interventions. Fur-
ther developments along this direction have been made in
order to deploy more efficient strategies to integrate the se-
mantic prior knowledge, improve the causal discovery pro-
cess and reuse the new discovered information to support the
ontology evolution.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section
2 gives the necessary background for both CBNs and ontolo-
gies. Section 3 sets out how to use the ontological knowledge

to enhance the causal discovery and vice versa. In Section
4, we show simulation results to evaluate the performances
of the proposed algorithm. Concluding remarks and future
works are given in Section 5.

2 Basic concepts & background

2.1 Ontologies

There are different definitions in the literature of what should
be an ontology. The most notorious was given by Tom Gru-
ber [Gruber, 1995], stipulating that an ontology is an explicit
specification of a conceptualization. The ”conceptualiza-
tion”, here, refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon
having real by identifying its relevant concepts. The word
”explicit” means that all concepts used and the constraints on
their use are explicitly defined.

In the simplest case, an ontology describes a hierarchy of
concepts (i.e. classes) related by taxonomic relationships (is-
a, part-of). In more sophisticated cases, an ontology describes
domain classes, properties (or attributes) for each class, class
instances (or individuals) and also the relationships that hold
between class instances. It is also possible to add some log-
ical axioms to constrain concept interpretation and express
complex relationships between concepts.

Hence, more formally, an ontology can be defined as a set
of labeled classes C={C1, ..., Cn}, hierarchically ordered by
the subclass relations (i.e. is-a, part-of relations). For each
concept Ci we identify k meaningful properties pj , where j ∈
[1, k]. We use Hi to denote the finite domain of instance can-
didates with each concept Ci and ci to denote any instance of
Ci. We also use R to represent the set of semantical (i.e non-
hierarchical) relations between concepts and Rc to represent
the subset of causal ones. Finally, formal axioms or struc-
tural assertions <ci, cj , s> can be included, where s ∈ S is
a constraint-relationship like ”must, must not, should, should
not, etc”.

Practically speaking, the ontologies are often a very large
and complex structure, requiring a great deal of effort and ex-
pertise to maintain and upgrade the existing knowledge. Such
proposals can take several different forms such as a change in
the domain, the diffusion of new discoveries or just an in-
formation received by some external source [Flouris et al.,
2008].

There are many ways to change the ontology in response
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to the fast-changing environment. One possible direction is
the ontology evolution which consists in taking the ontology
from one consistent state to another by updating (adding or
modifying) the concepts, their properties and the associated
relations [Khattak et al., 2009].

The ontology evolution can be of two types [Khattak et al.,
2009]:

• Ontology population: When new concept instances are
added, the ontology is said to be populated.

• Ontology enrichment: Which consists in updating
(adding or modifying) concepts, properties and relations
in a given ontology.

In order to establish the context in which the ontology evo-
lution takes place, the principle of ontology continuity should
be fulfilled [Xuan et al., 2006]. It supposes that the ontology
evolution should not make false an axiom that was previously
true. When changes do not fulfill the requirement of ontolog-
ical continuity, it is not any more an evolution, it is rather an
ontology revolution.

2.2 Causal Bayesian Networks

A Causal Bayesian Network (CBN) is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) where the set of nodes V represents discrete
random variables X={X1, X2,.., Xn} and the set of edges
E represents causal direct dependencies over V. We use Di

to denote the finite domain associated with each variable Xi

and xi to denote any instance of Xi. We denote by Pa(Xi)
the set of parents nodes for Xi and Nei(Xi) the set of its
neighboring variables.

To learn CBNs, the observational data don’t contain
enough information to discover the true structure of the graph,
which will be restricted to the Completed Partially Directed
Acyclic Graph (CPDAG). Thus we have to collect further in-
formation on causality via interventions (i.e. actions tenta-
tively adopted without being sure of the outcome). Here, we
should note that intervening on a system may be very expen-
sive, time-consuming or even impossible to perform. For this
reason, the choice of variables to experiment on can be vital
when the number of interventions is restricted.

3 SemCaDo: a serendipitous causal discovery

algorithm for ontology evolution

Generally, in the research area, scientific discoveries repre-
sent a payoff for years of well-planned works with clear ob-
jectives.

This affirmation did not exclude the case of other important
discoveries that are made while researchers were conducting
their works in totally unrelated fields and the examples are
abundant from Nobel’s flash of inspiration while testing the
effect of dynamite to Pasteur brainstorm when he accidentally
discovered the role of attenuated microbes in immunization.

In this way, we propose a new causal discovery algorithm
which stimulates serendipitous discoveries when performing
the experimentations using the following CBN-Ontology cor-
respondences.

3.1 CBNs vs Ontologies

One of the main motivations when realizing this work is the
similarities between CBNs and ontologies. This is particu-
larly true when comparing the structure of the two models as
shown in the following correspondences:

1. Nodes (Vi) ↔ Concepts (Ci): The ontology concepts,
which are relevant to the considered domain are repre-
sented by the nodes of the CBN.

2. Random variables (Xi) ↔ Concept attributes (Ci.pj):
All random variables in the CBN are represented as spe-
cific concept attributes in the ontology.

3. Causal dependencies (E) ↔ Semantic causal relations
(Rc): The correspondence between the two models in
term of causality will be as follows:

• A causal relation between two concepts in the on-
tology will be represented by a directed link be-
tween the corresponding CBN nodes. It is read as
cY .pj is the direct consequence of cX .pj , where pj
is the concept attribute used to make the correspon-
dence.

• A causal dependency represented by a directed link
in the CBN will be represented by a specific causal
relation between the appropriate concepts in the on-
tology.

4. Observational or experimental data (Dobs,int) ↔
Concept-attribute instances (ci.pj): We make a corre-
spondence between the observational (resp. interven-
tional) data at our disposal and the instances of the do-
main ontology. Each observation (resp. intervention)
can be viewed, in the ontological context, as a state in-
stantiation of a given concept attribute.

3.2 SemCaDo Sketch

Our approach relies on extending the MyCaDo algorithm
[Meganck et al., 2006] in order to incorporate available
knowledge from domain ontologies. The original character of
the SemCaDo (Semantic Causal Discovery) algorithm is es-
sentially its ability to make impressive discoveries and reuse
the capitalized knowledge in CBNs.

The correspondences between CBNs and ontologies in
SemCaDo must respect the following constraints:

• Only a single ontology should be specified for each
causal discovery task.

• Each causal graph node must be modeled by a corre-
sponding concept in the domain ontology. The concepts
which are candidates to be a member of such correspon-
dence have to share the same studied attribute pj .

• The causal discoveries concern concepts sharing the
same semantic type (e.g. direct transcriptional regula-
tion between genes). This means that all concepts Ci

modeled in the CBN must belong to the same super-
concept SC and the causal relationship under study Rc

should be defined for any element of SC to any other
one.

• The ontology evolution should be realized without intro-
ducing inconsistencies or admitting axiom violations.
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Figure 1: The SemCaDo Algorithm

The general overview of the SemCaDo algorithm is given
in Figure 1. As inputs, SemCaDo needs an observational
dataset and a corresponding domain ontology. Then it will
proceed through three main phases:

1) Learning the initial structure using causal prior knowl-
edge:

The ontology in input may contain some causal relations in
addition to hierarchical and semantic relations. Those causal
relations should be integrated from the beginning in the struc-
ture learning process in order to reduce the task complexity
and better the final output. Therefore, such direct cause to
effect relations will be incorporated as constraints when us-
ing structure learning algorithms. Our main objective is to
narrow the corresponding search space by introducing some
restrictions that all elements in this space must satisfy.

In our context, the only constraint that will be defined is
edge existence. But we could also imagine in future work that
some axioms in the ontology also give us some information
about forbidden edges. All these edge constraints can eas-
ily be incorporated in usual BN structure learning algorithm
[de Campos and Castellano, 2007]. Under some condition of

consistency, these existence restrictions shall be fulfilled, in
the sense that they are assumed to be true for the CBN rep-
resenting the domain knowledge, and therefore all potential
Partially Directed Acyclic Graph (PDAG) must necessarily
satisfy them.

Definition 1 Given a domain ontology O , let G=(C, Rc) be
the DAG where Rc: Ci × Cj represents the subset of seman-
tic causal relations extracted from O . This subset included
both direct and logically derivable semantic causal relations.
Let H=(X , Eh) be a PDAG, where X is the set of the corre-
sponding random variables and Eh corresponds to the causal
dependencies between them. H is consistent with the exis-
tence restrictions in G if and only if:

∀ Ci, Cj ∈ C, if Ci→Cj ∈ Rc then Xi→Xj ∈ Eh.

When we are specifying the set of existence restrictions to
be used, it is necessary to make sure that these restrictions
can indeed be satisfied. In fact, such causal integration may
lead to possible conflicts between the two models. When this
occurs, we have to maintain the initial causal information in
the PDAG since we are supposed to use perfect observational
data. On the other hand, we should ensure the consistency
of the existence restrictions in such a way that no directed
cycles are created in G.

2) Causal discovery process:
Before delving into the details of our approach, we first re-

view the principal idea of the causal discovery process. When
performing an experimentation on Xi, we have to measure all
neighboring variables and accordingly to the result direct all
edges connecting Xi and Nei(Xi). This edge orientation rep-
resents one instantiation among all possible instantiations. It
is then possible to continue the edge orientation by using the
Meek rules [Meek, 1995] to infer new causal relations.

The aim of this phase is to decide which experiment will
be performed and hence also which variables will be altered
and measured. For this purpose, the strategy we propose in
our approach makes use of a semantic distance calculus (e.g.
Rada distance [Rada et al., 1989]) provided by the ontology
structure. So, for each node in the graph, SemCaDo calcu-
lates its semantic inertia, denoted by SemIn(Xi) and ex-
pressed as follows:

SemIn(Xi)=

∑
Xj∈Nei(Xi)∪Xi

distRada(mscs(Nei(Xi)∪Xi),Xj)

Card(Nei(Xi)∪Xi)

(1)
where:

• mscs(ci, cj): the most specific common subsumer of
the two concepts ci and cj , where i 6= j.

• distRada(ci, cj): the shortest path between ci and cj ,
where i 6= j,

• Card(M): the cardinality of any set.

Moreover, the semantic inertia presents the following prop-
erties:

• When the experimented variable and all its neighbors lie
at the same level in the concept hierarchy, the semantic
inertia will be equal to the number of hierarchical levels
needed to reach the mscs.
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• It essentially depends on semantic distance between the
studied concepts. This means that the more this distance
is important, the more the SemIn will be maximized.

Further to these, we also integrate a semantic cumu-
lus relative to inferred edges [Meek, 1995] denoted by
Inferred Gain in our utility function. For this purpose,
we use I(Xi) to denote the set of nodes attached by inferred
edges after performing an experimentation on Xi. So, the
Inferred Gain formula is expressed as follows:

Inferred Gain(Xi)=

∑
Xj∈I(Xi)

distRada(mscs(I(Xi)),Xj)

Card(I(Xi))
(2)

Note that we don’t use here all the information provided by
the ontology. We should also consider the axioms to check if
any new relation could be inferred from the semantic point
of view. Better interacting with the axioms is one of our per-
spectives for future work.

When using the two proposed terms weighted by the
cost of experiment (i.e. cost(AXi

)) and measurement (i.e.
cost(MXi

)), our utility function will be as follows:

U(Xi)=
SemIn(Xi)+Inferred Gain(Xi)

αcost(AXi
)+βcost(MXi

)
(3)

where measures of importance α, β ∈ [0,1].

This utility function will be of great importance to high-
light the serendipitous character of SemCaDo algorithm
by guiding the causal discovery process to investigate
unexplored areas and conduct more informative experiments.

3) Edge orientation & ontology evolution:
Once the specified intervention performed, the meek rules

[Meek, 1995] will be applied to infer new arcs until no more
edges can be oriented. We note that these orientation rules are
proven to be correct and complete subject to any additional
background knowledge.

Since certain experimentation can not be performed, either
because of ethical reasons or simply because it is impossible
to do it, the final causal graph can be either a CBN or a par-
tially causal graph. In both cases, the causal knowledge will
be extracted and interpreted for an eventual ontology evolu-
tion.

In this way, the causal relations will be translated as se-
mantic causal relations between the corresponding ontology
concepts. For this purpose, SemCaDo algorithm uses a six-
phases evolution process [Stojanovic et al., 2002]:

• Change capturing: The aim of this initial step in the on-
tology evolution process is to capture the new discovered
causal relations on the current causal graph which are
not actually modeled. It starts after finishing the struc-
ture learning step in order to treat all changes in a con-
sistent and unified manner.

• Change representation: In order to be correctly imple-
mented, we have to represent these causal changes for-
mally, explicitly and in a suitable format. In the con-
text of SemCaDo algorithm, we only handle elementary
changes (i.e. restricted to adding semantic causal rela-
tions) that cannot be decomposed into simpler ones.

• Semantics of change: The semantics of change is the
phase that enables the resolution of ontology changes
in a systematic manner by ensuring the consistency of
the ontology. In our case, conflicting knowledge is
highly possible to occur when deducing causal conclu-
sions from the ontology axioms. Such inconsistencies
should be handled by automated reasoning. This step
also prevents the creation of new cycles in the ontol-
ogy when integrating the causal discoveries. This con-
sistency rule is maintained since the causal discovery
step in SemCaDo avoid the creation of cycles during the
structure learning.

• Implementation: In order to avoid performing unwanted
changes, a list of all consequences in the ontology and
dependent artifacts should be generated and presented
to the ontology engineer, who should then be able to ac-
cept the change or reject it. If the implementer agrees to
add the new causal relationships, all actions to apply the
change have to be performed.

• Propagation: Pursuing and adopting the new causal dis-
coveries can generate additional changes in the other
parts of the ontology. These changes are called derived
changes. That is why, during this step, it is necessary to
determine the direct and indirect types of changes to be
applied. In case of ambiguity, the ontology expert de-
cide on the action to occur. A human intervention at this
level is essential to remove the ambiguity and to make
the final decision.

• Validation: Change validation enables justification of
performed changes and undoing them at user’s request.
If the output of SemCaDo causal discovery step is a par-
tially directed graph, it is possible to restart the cycle
when there sufficient budget to make further discover-
ies.

4 Experimental study

Figure 2: The semantic gain given the number of experiments
using SemCaDo and random approach on relatively small
graphs (a) and bigger ones (b).

In the experimental evaluation, we will compare our ap-
proach to a random causal discovery strategy.

For this purpose, we randomly create a set of syntectic 50
and 200 node graphs and simulate the result of a structure
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learning algorithm working with a perfect infinite dataset.
For each simulated graph, we automatically generate a cor-
responding concept hierarchy in which we integrate a vary-
ing percentage (10% to 40%) of the initial causal relations.
As we do not dispose of a real system to intervene upon, we
decide to simulate the experimentations directly in the previ-
ously generated CBNs.

Another point to consider in our experimental study con-
cerns the calculation of the semantic gain. In fact, after each
SemCaDo (resp. Random) iteration, we measure the sum of
semantic distances ([Rada et al., 1989] in these experiments)
relative to the new directed edges in the graph and update a
semantic cumulus. In both strategies, the two corresponding
curves are increasing in, meaning that the higher is the num-
ber of experimented variables, the higher is the value of the
semantic gain. Nevertheless the more the curve is increasing
faster, the more the approach is converging to the best and
most impressive experiments.

Figure 2 shows that, during the experimentation process,
SemCaDo comfortably outperforms the random approach in
term of semantic gain. This is essentially due to the initial
causal knowledge integration and the causal discovery strat-
egy when performing the experimentations. But if the two
curves reach the same maxima when obtaining a fully di-
rected graph, where is the evolutionary contribution of Sem-
CaDo? Let us remember that we are approaching a decision
problem which is subject to the experimentation costs and the
budget allocation. Taking into account this constraint, the se-
mantic domination of SemCaDo will be extremely beneficial
when the number of experiments is limited.

All these experimental results show how the SemCaDo al-
gorithm can adopt a serendipitous attitude with the minimum
expected cost and effort. This is indeed a new avenue of
causal investigation, moving far away from traditional tech-
niques.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we outlined our serendipitous and cyclic ap-
proach which aims to: i) Integrate the causal prior knowledge
contained in the domain ontology when learning the struc-
ture of the partially directed graph from observational data.
ii) Use the semantic distance calculus to guide the iterative
causal discovery process and investigate unexpected causal
relations. iii) Capture the required causal discoveries to be
applied to ontology evolution.

The SemCaDo algorithm is an initial attempt towards a
more ambitious framework exploiting the power of CBNs and
ontologies. Future works will detail how to revolutionize the
ontologies by adding new axioms and ignoring others when
incorporating causal discoveries.
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Abstract

We describe the GALILEO system, which is de-
signed for automating the evolution of higher-order
logic ontologies by incorporating user interaction
for diagnosing and repairing faults. In particu-
lar, we present our approach to ontological con-
flict diagnosis, which circumvents problems posed
by HOL’s undecidability by means of: formalising
modular ontologies as Isabelle locales and prepar-
ing the system by user interaction; applying on-
tology repair plans and automatically identifying
logically valid terms that are responsible for the
conflict; and, automatically eliminating physically
meaningless terms.

1 Introduction

The process of revising an ontology in the face of new in-
formation is key to many areas of Computer Science. The
literature on the subject calls such processes ontology evo-
lution and concentrates on how Description Logic (DL) on-
tologies for Semantic Web applications need to evolve in or-
der to maintain their coherence and consistency (ontology de-
bugging) or relative to other ontologies (ontology alignment).
We decided to investigate ontology evolution by formalizing
and automating in higher-order logic (HOL) the mechanisms
to repair locally consistent but possibly globally inconsistent
ontologies, i.e. ontologies that are individually consistent but
may give rise to an inconsistency when merged. Working
with locally consistent ontologies enables the reasoning about
the shape of the cause of the global conflict, allowing for spe-
cific meaningful repairs. The notion of ontologies we adopted
is a general one, i.e. a specification of a conceptualisation
[Gruber, 1993], which is compatible with our treatment of
HOL theories as ontologies. Unlike the less expressive logics,
including DL, our approach naturally allows for the formali-
sation of ontology evolution both as belief revision and syn-
tactic manipulation (e.g., splitting a function, changing its ar-
ity, etc.). HOL has proven advantageous in at least three other
ways. Firstly, HOL’s polymorphism of variables (and other
symbols such as ≤, ≥, +, −, etc.) permits the generality of
the proposed repair plans for evolution and their applicability
over diverse cases. Secondly, HOL-based theorem provers,
such as Isabelle, enable HO-reasoning for ontology evolution

and reasoning over locally consistent but globally inconsis-
tent ontologies that share variables. Finally, many complex
concepts are better represented as HOL objects, e.g., the or-
bit of a star – this is relevant because the examples used for
developing and testing GALILEO are based on the evolution
of physics, which involves concepts best represented as func-
tions. This, therefore, relates our work to scientific discovery
[Langley, 1981].

In this paper, we provide an overview of the GALILEO sys-
tem, which is the first system to attempt to automate ontology
evolution in HOL. In particular, we present our approach to
ontological conflict diagnosis, which circumvents problems
posed by HOL’s undecidability by means of: a) formalising
modular ontologies as locales [Ballarin, 2006] and prepar-
ing the system by user interaction; b) automatically identi-
fying logically valid terms that are responsible for the con-
flict; and, c) automatically eliminating physically meaning-
less terms. We have designed mechanisms called ontology
repair plans (ORPs) [Bundy and Chan, 2008], each of which
defines a trigger pattern for detecting that certain faults ex-
ist in the given ontologies and a set of transformation rules
for resolving the detected conflict. The identification of the
term that gives rise to the inconsistency, hereafter designated
by “conflict term” and the variable stuff , underpins the diag-
nosis component and is a relatively complex reasoning task
– whereas the repair component typically involves relatively
simple syntactic manipulation of the ontologies based on the
result of the diagnosis. Thus, in this paper, we present only
GALILEO’s diagnosis component and briefly outline the re-
pair.

2 Case Study and Ontology Repair Plans

We describe below the running example for the rest of the
paper: the contradiction between the predicted and the ob-
served orbital velocity of galaxies. We then describe two
ORPs, which can be applied to resolve the conflict that under-
lies the case study and produce two different but historically
proposed explanations.
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the property neglected from the definition; for instance, when
speaking about the matter distribution inside a galaxy, only
the visible matter is included in the theoretical definition and
dark matter is neglected.

Suppose an ontology O1, representing the current state of
a predictive theory, disagrees over the value of f(stuff ) with
another ontology O2, representing some sensory information.
f(stuff ) might, for instance, be the graph plotting the orbital
velocities of stars – a HO-object.

Trigger: If f(stuff ) has different values, the following for-
mula will be triggered:

∃O1, O2:Onto, τ, τ ′:Types, f :τ 7→ τ ′, (8)

stuff :τ, v:τ ′.

(O1 ⊢ f(stuff ) >τ ′ v ∧O2 ⊢ f(stuff ) ≤τ ′ v) (9)

∨

(O1 ⊢ f(stuff ) ≥τ ′ v ∧O2 ⊢ f(stuff ) <τ ′ v) (10)

where O ⊢ φ means that φ is a theorem of ontology
O; t :Types means t is a type; o :Onto means o is an
ontology; v is a value of type τ ′; and, >τ is a partial
order for τ .

WMS is triggered if the return value of f(stuff ) deduced from
O1 is different from that deduced from O2 (9, 10). The two
variables in f(stuff ), stuff and f , respectively represent the
part of the term that is responsible and not responsible for the
conflict. WMS resolves the detected conflict by splitting stuff
into three parts: visible stuff , invisible stuff , and total stuff ,
and defining invisible stuff in terms of total and visible stuff s
in the repaired O1, ν(O1). The new O2, ν(O2), is the same
as O2 except for the renaming of old stuff to visible stuff .
If Thy and Sens ∪ Ob in §2.1 were instantiations of O1 and
O2, respectively, and stuff was instantiated to Glxy1 , where
∪ merges ontologies, then WMS emulates Rubin’s solution by
introducing a third component to the galaxy: dark matter.

2.3 The Inconstancy Ontology Repair Plan

In order to better define a repair operation, so that, e.g., the
number of possible values a new variable created by the re-
pair process can take is dramatically reduced, extra sensory
information can help resolve such ambiguity. We have iden-
tified from historical records of physics development that the
inclusion of additional sensory information collected under
different conditions can indeed help identify new dependen-
cies for a property.

Suppose an ontology O1, representing the current state of a
physical theory, is in conflict with a set of ontologies O2(~ri),
representing sensory information arising from experiments
under different circumstances, represented by ~ri, such that
unexpected variations in the value of f(stuff ) arise under
these circumstances.

Trigger: If f(stuff ) is measured to take different values in
different circumstances, then the following trigger for-

mulae will be matched:

∃O1, O2:Onto, τ, τ ′:Types, ~r1, ~r2: ~Cir ,

f :τ 7→ τ ′, stuff :τ, ~s1, ~s2:τ, c1, c2:τ
′.

O1 ⊢ stuff =τ ′ c ∧ (11)

O2(~r1) ⊢ f(stuff ) =τ ′ c1 ∧ . . . (12)

O2( ~rn) ⊢ f(stuff ) =τ ′ cn ∧

∃i, j ≤ n. O1 ⊢ ci 6=τ ′ cj ∨ c 6=τ ′ ci) (13)

where O2(~r) is the sensory ontology containing obser-
vations made under the condition ~r; Cir is the type of
conditions describing circumstances; ~s1 and ~s2 are ar-
guments of stuff ; and, c1, c2 are values of type τ ′.

Inconstancy is triggered if f(stuff ) is predicted to be inde-
pendent of ~r, but the return values of f(stuff ) unexpect-
edly vary when ~r varies (11, 12, 13). The resolution of
the detected conflict is to retain all O1-axioms in the re-
paired O1, ν(O1), and retain all O2(~ri)-axioms in the re-
paired O2(~ri), ν(O2(~ri)), except for the replacement of old
stuff with ν(stuff ) and the replacement of the definition of
stuff by a new definition of ν(stuff ) in ν(O1) – the new def-
inition establishes a relationship between ~ri and stuff . If G
in §2.1 is the instantiation of stuff , then G is given a new
dependency, which is the solution proposed by MOND.

3 The GALILEO System

Both WMS and Inconstancy have been implemented in the
GALILEO system. The reasoning capabilities of GALILEO are
provided by the Isabelle proof assistant [Paulson, 1994], so
soundness of the reasoning is guaranteed. Beside reasoning,
Isabelle provides a contextualisation facility called locales
[Ballarin, 2006], which can be used for formalising modu-
lar ontologies. The GALILEO system handles flexible onto-
logical configurations, including ontological extensions and
those with heterogeneous signatures. For heterogeneous con-
figurations, bridging ontologies are used to align signatures
across different ontologies. GALILEO analyses ontologies ex-
pressed in an Isabelle theory file, in which each ontology is
represented as a locale.

There are three major phases in the diagnosis procedure: a)
preparation, in which the system acquires the instantiation of
some of the existential variables in (9, 10) or (11, 12, 13) in
order to detect a WMS type or an Inconstancy type of fault; b)
conflict term search, in which all logically correct instantia-
tions of stuff are discovered; and, c) search space control, in
which only physically meaningful instantiations are retained.
Below, we present our approach in more depth by applying it
to an example record of ontology evolution in physics.

3.1 Preparation

In order to detect a WMS type of fault, the system requires an
indication of the ontologies that may contain the fault, which
represents the instantiations of O1 and O2. The system also
requires a formula that expresses the conflict, cexp, which is
a sentence that is derived to be true in one ontology but false
in another. For example, in Rubin’s graph of observed orbital
velocities at various radii in a galaxy glx, the observed ve-
locities near the edge of glx are greater than those predicted
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[Rubin et al., 1980]. Again, let Sens be the ontology contain-
ing sensory data and Gb(glx) be the observed graph for glx.
The diagnosis procedure begins with the substitution:

{O1/Thy , O2/Sens, cexp/Ga(glx) = Gb(glx)}

since Thy ⊢ Ga(glx) = Gb(glx) and Sens ⊢ Ga(glx) <
Gb(glx) as Ga and Gb are expected to be identical but Gb
turns out to be greater than Ga . To ensure that the two graphs
indeed disagree, the user must discharge a proof obligation
in the shape of the trigger formula but with the existentials
instantiated, e.g.

(Thy −→ Ga(glx) ≥ Gb(glx) ∧

Sens −→ Ga(glx) < Gb(glx)) ∨ . . .

in which each ontology is treated as a predicate expressed as a
conjunction of its axioms. Although the system requires val-
ues of O1, O2 and cexp as user inputs, the instantiations of
each of the remaining variables, i.e. f , stuff , and v, are auto-
matically identified, so the rest of the procedure is completely
automatic.

For Inconstancy to be triggered, pattern (11, 12, 13) needs
to be instantiated. Similar to WMS, GALILEO requires from
the user the ontologies that may give rise to a fault – in this
case, one theoretical ontology and two sensory ontologies. In
addition, the system requires the terms representing the un-
expected variation in each of the two input sensory ontolo-
gies, cexp

1
and cexp

2
, respectively. For instance, suppose

in two sensory ontologies Obs1 and Obs2 , the observed or-
bital velocities of two stars, p1 and p2, unexpectedly vary. So,
Obs1 ⊢ OV (p1, glx) = v1 and Obs2 ⊢ OV (p2, glx) = v2,
and in the theory, Thy ⊢ OV (p1, glx)−v1 6= OV (p2, glx)−
v2. Thus, we have the substitution:

{O1/Thy , O1(~r1)/Obs1 , O2(~r2)/Obs2 ,

cexp
1
/OV (p1, glx), cexp2

/OV (p2, glx)}.

Like WMS, the fault is verified by discharging a proof obliga-
tion in the shape of the trigger formula, and the system then
identifies various instantiations of stuff .

3.2 Search for Conflict Terms

Having indicated the potentially faulty ontologies and cexp,
GALILEO identifies instantiations of stuff to completely in-
stantiate the relevant trigger pattern. Isabelle’s polymorphism
is partial as its type unification does not specialise schematic
type variables to function types. Such a constraint, which also
holds in most other theorem provers, renders type unification
tractable, but it is an impediment to instantiating stuff to dif-
ferent arity functions in different case studies. Letting stuff
be a variadic function allows for high generality of the trig-
ger. GALILEO, therefore, explicitly generates a set of types
for stuff , given a maximum function order and arity.

With WMS, instantiations of f , stuff , and v can be dis-
covered by applying Isabelle’s higher-order matching algo-
rithm to match cexp against the pattern f(stuff ) = v. For
example, there exists the substitution {glx/stuff } by match-
ing with Ga(glx), which suggests that the conceptualisation
of the galaxy glx should be adjusted, e.g., by introducing dark
matter. Unlike the HOL unification problem, HOL matching is
decidable.

Inconstancy also adopts a general approach to the identi-
fication of the conflict term by matching cexp

1
and cexp

2

against the patterns f(stuff
1
) and f(stuff

2
). The system

iterates through each substitution returned and generates a
proof obligation for each instantiation of stuff . With the
substitution for Inconstancy described in §3.1, instantiations
of stuff i could be simply OV (pi, glx), then the proof obli-
gation ∃c1, c2. Obs1 ⊢ OV (p1, glx) = c1 ∧ Obs2 ⊢
OV (p2, glx) = c2 ∧ Thy ⊢ c1 6= c2 will need to be dis-
charged.

Often, the term expressed in cexpi may not represent the
preferred concept for repair, e.g., cexpi represents measure-
ments on orbital velocity but the preferred concept for repair
is another, such as the gravitational constant G. To search for
other potential concepts for repair, GALILEO automatically
identifies other relevant instantiations of stuff . For example,
Thy contains a definition of OV in terms of G and M (2); if
stuff is instantiated to OV , then stuff can be instantiated to
G, which is the fix proposed by MOND.

3.3 Search Space Control

For both ORPs, the search spaces of possible substitutions are
typically unmanageable because f and stuff are both poly-
morphic – there are more than 20,000 substitutions in both
cases, but only a small fraction of these are physically mean-
ingful. A solution is needed to avoid an explosion of substi-
tutions.

Isabelle’s implementation of higher-order matching, like
all others, returns logically correct substitutions without as-
sessing the physical meaningfulness or relevance of the sub-
stitutions. Physical meaningfulness is crucial for controlling
the search for suitable substitutions in order to perform a
meaningful diagnosis, which must be compatible with real-
world semantics. For instance, matcher 1 in Table 1 assigns
stuff to Glxy1 , which is the diagnosis required. However,
we argue that some other example matches have little phys-
ical content or meaningfulness, e.g., matches 6 and 7 assign
stuff to a function containing the identity function and a func-
tion containing a free variable (?s) generated by the matching
algorithm, respectively.

1. Glxy1 5. λx.x(Ga(Glxy1 ))
2. Ga 6. λx.x(Ga(x(λx. x)))
3. Ga(Glxy1 ) 7. λx.x(Ga(x(?s(x))))
4. λx. x(Glxy1 )

Table 1: Example instantiations of stuff from pattern match-
ing f(stuff ) against Ga(Glxy1 ).

To reduce the number of substitutions returned, several
heuristics (Table 2) are designed and applied.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated our technique and implementation on a diverse
range of records of ontology evolution in physics. Although
only one example and two different fixes have been described
in this paper, we base the evaluation also on examples already
reported elsewhere, e.g., the bouncing-ball paradox [Chan
et al., 2010] and the discovery of latent heat [Bundy et al.,
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# Description

H1 stuff must not contain the λx.x term.
H2 f and stuff must not contain free variables.
H3 stuff must contain one or more constants.
H4 Two functions of the same function symbol but with

permuted argument types are the same.

Table 2: Example heuristics for pruning the solution space:
H1 ignores instantiations containing the identity function,
which has no physical characteristic; H2 ignores instantia-
tions that imply less ontological commitment than that we in-
tended; H3 requires that the term to be repaired must contain
an element of the signature, i.e. a concrete concept; and, H4
regards, e.g., stuff :α → β → γ and stuff :β → α → γ to be
the same.

2010]; the goal is to demonstrate the high level of general-
ity of our approach, not just being able to identify various
types of stuff , but also to handle examples across distant sub-
fields of physics. The rest of this section covers two key areas
for evaluating our work: effectiveness of search space control
and meaningfulness of the generated solutions.

4.1 Reduction in Candidate Matches

Our experiment has shown that our approach to automating
conflict term discovery is intractable without a reduction in
the search space containing candidate matches. Even with a
low unification bound, e.g., 3, the procedure fails to return a
solution on all case studies. The raw search spaces are, there-
fore, far too vast in practice. The use of the few example
heuristics in Table 2, however, prunes away from the solu-
tion scope more than 20,000 matches for the case study in
§2.1 and 57,000 for both the bouncing-ball and the latent heat
case studies, and enables termination. The resulting sets of
matches are significantly reduced to substantially more man-
ageable amounts of 5, 21, and 27 for each respective example.
Thus, the results suggest that the heuristics used are effective
in controlling the search.

4.2 Meaningfulness of Solutions

Even though the solution spaces could be considerably re-
duced, we will examine the degree of physical meaningful-
ness of the instantiations of stuff in the remaining matches.
For dark matter, only matches 1 to 5 in Table 1 remain in
the pruned space. Every candidate match returned is in fact
physically interpretable – for instance, instantiating stuff to
Glxy1 indicates that the galaxy should have an extra compo-
nent; to Ga leads to a redefinition of all predicted curves; and,
to Ga(Glxy1 ) limits the modification to only the definition of
the predicted curve for Glxy1 .

5 Conclusion

The paper provided an overview of the GALILEO system and
of two of its ORPs: WMS and Inconstancy. The diagnostic
components were presented by successfully applying them to
discover two fault types underlying the same set of conflict-
ing observations in astronomy. This showed the generality of
GALILEO and its ability to return only physically meaningful
ontology repairs.
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